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Abstract

Health, Human Capital, and Behavior Change: Essays in Development Microeconomics
by

Angeli Elise Kirk

Doctor of Philosophy in Agricultural and Resource Economics
with Designated Emphasis in Development Engineering

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Elisabeth Sadoulet, Chair

This dissertation combines three empirical studies of household behaviors as they relate
to investment in health and human capital in developing countries. The first explores how
changes in children’s nutrition in Uganda correspond to composition of a household’s income.
The second studies measurement activities in a cookstove intervention in Darfur, Sudan,
with insights into what may be missed in traditional evaluation approaches as well as how
technology adoption may benefit from an unintended “nudge.” The third evaluates the
impacts of a conditional cash transfer program in El Salvador, with a focus on how program
compliance and benefits change time allocations among household members.

Chapter 1 explores the relationship between a household’s income source (e.g. wage vs.
farm) and children’s nutrition in Uganda, in a joint work with Talip Kilic and Calogero
Carletto. The analysis uses the three annual waves of the Uganda National Panel Survey
and features a series of panel regressions for child height-for-age z-scores (HAZ) under age
5. We control for time-invariant child-level heterogeneity and other time-variant observable
characteristics using fixed effects. The analysis finds no impact of short-term changes in total
gross income on height scores overall. Sector-differentiated analyses indicate that compared
to wage earnings, only the share of income originating from non-farm self-employment exerts
positive effects on HAZ, while agriculture is more negative. Within agriculture, the income
shares from (i) household’s consumption of own crop production and (ii) low-protein crop
production appear to underlie a negative effect seen from the share of income originating
from crop production. We see that results are driven by the older and poorer cohorts,
whose diets may be more influenced by shifts in income and production. Overall, any effects
are small, given that coefficients represent a change from 100 percent wage income to 100
percent of the other source in a context where many households experience limited changes
from year to year. We also cannot say that these relationships are causal, given that observed
changes in income likely reflect changes in endogenous livelihood decisions from year to year.
Still, the results suggest the possibility of stickiness of crop production to own consumption.
While this may be nutrition-supporting in some contexts, it is possible that income growth
in the production of low-protein crops in Uganda, which is known for a low-protein diet,
may crowd out consumption of other goods and services that have the potential to serve as
better nutritional investments. These results suggest a need for more information about how
children’s diets or childcare patterns accompany income changes.
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Chapter 2 studies fuel-efficient cookstove adoption in Darfur, in a joint work with Daniel Wil-
son, Jeremy Coyle, Javier Rosa, Omnia Abbas, Mohammed Idris Adam, and Ashok Gadgil.
In this study, we used sensors and surveys to measure objective versus self-reported adoption
of freely-distributed cookstoves. Our data offer insights for how effective measurement and
promotion of adoption, especially in a humanitarian crisis. With sensors, we measured a
71% initial adoption rate compared to a 95% rate reported during surveys. No line of survey
questioning, whether direct or indirect, predicted sensor-measured usage. For participants
who rarely or never used their cookstoves after initial dissemination (“non-users”), we find
significant increases in adoption after a simple followup survey (p = 0.001). The followup
converted 83% of prior “non-users” to “users” with average daily adoption of 1.7 cooking
hours over 2.2 meals. This increased adoption, which we posit resulted from cookstove
familiarization and social conformity, was sustained for a 2-week observation period post in-
tervention. Given that most dissemination programs do not employ objective measurement
of adoption to inform design, marketing, and dissemination practices, our findings suggest
that self-report information may lead programs to over-estimate impacts. A lack of reliable
data is likely to prevents insights and may contribute to consistently low adoption rates.
Our findings also suggest a potential role for low-cost followup actions that may facilitate
learning for a subset of the target population that could benefit from the new technology.

In Chapter 3, I use panel data from El Salvador to examine short-term responses in time use
to the Comunidades Solidarias Rurales conditional cash transfer program during 2007/2008,
applying difference-in-differences and regression discontinuity methods. Th program was in-
troduced in stages based on observable municipality traits that precluded household-level in-
fluence over eligibility. This design allows for a selection-on-observables estimation approach.
Because baseline analysis shows significant differences in a few characteristics between ear-
lier and later phases, I use fixed effects specifications to control for time-invariant differences
between groups. With only one baseline period, however, I cannot provide evidence against
differences in time-variant trends. For each specification, I present results using two band-
widths from the treatment cutoff. To address the small number of municipalities in the
sample, I apply wild cluster bootstrapping and present the resulting p-values along those
obtained from clustered standard errors as typically applied for larger samples, and show that
standard methods would lead to over-rejection of the null hypothesis in multiple instances. I
use clustering at the municipality level in both cases. Overall, many of my results are small
and somewhat variable across alterative specifications, potentially due to measurement error,
a small number of clusters, or simply a small response in the short run to a program offering
a relatively small sum of $15-20 a month. Despite these caveats, my findings suggest that for
children 6-12, the program appears to have increased school attendance for girls by a small
amount relative to boys. There were no gains in enrollment in most specifications, though
this may not be surprising in a context where primary school enrollment is already around
90 percent. At the household level, the program may result in a slight reduction of household
labor (defined to exclude housework or time allocated to program compliance) for wealthier
households relative to poorer households, but a more important change seems to be the shift
of productive labor from adult females toward men. Given the total number of statistical
tests, however, multiple inference penalties reduce confidence in these few findings.
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Chapter 1

Composition of Household Income and Child Nutrition
Outcomes Evidence from Uganda

with Talip Kilic and Calogero Carletto1

Abstract

This study attempts to contribute to the empirical space between the cross-country
analyses that explore the links between income and nutrition without insights on micro-
level determinants, and the numerous microeconomic studies that suggest mechanisms
of impact but are hindered by some combination of small sample size and incomplete
data. The analysis uses the three annual waves of the Uganda National Panel Survey,
and features a series of panel regressions of child height-for-age z-scores (HAZ) under
age 5, controlling for time-invariant child-level heterogeneity and other time-variant
observable characteristics using child fixed effects. We start by showing very little
correlation between HAZ and short-term changes in rural household income. We then
explore differences by sector of income, first between agricultural and non-agricultural
sectors, and by type of agriculture. The analysis finds no impact of short-term changes
in total gross income on height-related measures overall but documents very small
positive correlations among the youngest children. Sector-differentiated analyses in-
dicate that compared to wage earnings, only the share of income originating from
non-farm self-employment exerts positive effects on HAZ, while agriculture is more
negative. Within agriculture, the income shares pertaining to (i) consumption of own
crop production and (ii) low-protein crop production appear to underlie a negative
effect seen from the share of income originating from crop production. Dividing the
sample into subsets, we see that the results appear to be driven by the older and
poorer cohorts, whose diets potentially may be more influenced by shifts in income
and production. Overall, any effects are relatively small, given that coefficients rep-
resent a change from 100 percent wage income to 100 percent of the other source in
a context where many households depend on a diversified portfolio. We also cannot
say that these relationships are causal, given that observed changes in income likely
reflect changes in endogenous livelihood decisions from year to year, but the results
suggest the possibility of stickiness of crop production to own consumption. While
this may be nutrition-supporting in some contexts, it is possible that income growth in
the production of low-protein crops in Uganda, which is known for a low-protein diet,
may crowd out consumption of other goods and services that have the potential to
serve as better nutritional investments. These results are also likely to depend heavily
on the agricultural and dietary profile of Uganda and caution against uniform policies
to support one sector over another without further information specifically about how
children’s diets or childcare patterns accompany income changes.

1Kilic and Carletto: The World Bank
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Introduction

In the quest for widespread and sustainable welfare gains, not all income may have equal
effects. Growth within some sectors or accruing to certain individuals within a population
may be relatively more effective at reducing poverty and improving specific welfare outcomes
in developing countries. Child under-nutrition, targeted directly by the first of the Millen-
nium Development Goals and related to others, is an aspect of poverty that is often argued
to be sensitive to growth in the agricultural sector, with potential for both gains and losses.
In recent years, there has been a growing movement to pull together evidence on the links
among agriculture, income, nutrition and health for the design of multi-sectoral interventions
that target nutritional deficiencies.2

All income has the potential to benefit children’s nutrition, and if household consumption
choices depend on production outcomes only via total earnings, income from any source or
sector will be equally beneficial. Empirically observed deviations from this theoretical case
may originate from multiple sources: distribution of poverty across sectors, relative food pro-
duction and consumption prices due to markups and transaction costs, risk preferences, and
intra-household bargaining outcomes, to name a few. If such deviations occur, the direction
and relative weights of these channels of impact would lead to very different prescriptions for
policymaking and allocation of scarce resources meant to boost nutrition-supporting growth.
Empirically, however, validation of the claims regarding whether and how household sectoral
involvement and gains in productivity can contribute to changes in nutritional status and
health has been hindered by data limitations and by methodological concerns.

A large collection of microeconomic studies attempting to determine the income links to
nutrition through specific mechanisms provide mixed and often conflicting results. The in-
vestigated mechanisms include (i) commercialization (reviewed by DeWalt, 1993; Kennedy,
Bouis, & Braun, 1992, von Braun & Kennedy, 1994), (ii) gender dynamics (reviewed by
Kurtz & Johnson-Welch, 2007; Peña, Webb, & Haddad, 1996; Quisumbing, Brown, Feld-
stein, Haddad, & Peña, 1995; Quisumbing & Maluccio, 2000), and (iii) nutrition-sensitive
production and education interventions (reviewed by Berti, Krasevec, & Fitzgerald, 2004;
Gillespie & Mason, 1994; Leroy & Frongillo, 2007; Masset et al., 20113; Ruel, 2001; Soleri,
Cleveland, & Frankenberger, 1991). While some differences could be due to context-specific
dynamics, numerous reviews in recent years express concerns regarding (i) the validity of
the empirical methods used for impact estimation, and (ii) the inconsistency in the types of
data used across studies which often lack information on income and have information on
only consumption or anthropometry but not both (Arimond et al., 2011; World Bank, 2007;

2Some examples include (i) the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) “2020 Confer-
ence: Leveraging Agriculture for Improving Nutrition and Health” that was held in New Delhi, In-
dia in February 2011, and (ii) the United States Agency for International Development (USAID)’s
review of nutrition and food security impacts of agriculture projects, which can be found here:
http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf docs/PNADY253.pdf.

3asset et al. (2011) narrow down their focus on interventions with an explicit goal of improved
child nutrition. The 2011 online version of the publication offer additional details on counterfac-
tual analysis, power, intermediate outcomes, and heterogeneity of impacts, and can be found here:
http://r4d.dfid.gov.uk/PDF/Outputs/SystematicReviews/Masset etal agriculture and nutrition.pdf.
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Leroy et al., 2008).

Despite these challenges, the sheer number of studies conducted over the last few decades
speaks to the long-standing and urgent demand for insights on how to effectively leverage
growth for nutritional improvement. While researchers and key policy players overwhelm-
ingly assert that there is a strong potential for agricultural development to support nutrition
and health, they also lament the lack of insight into the specific conditions necessary and
sufficient to achieve improved nutritional outcomes efficiently and at broad scale. Herforth
(2013) synthesizes the current state of knowledge cites general consensus on many best prac-
tices for improving nutrition through agriculture but highlights two questions that are yet
to be settled: (i) what are the relative nutritional impacts of agricultural production for own
consumption vis-à-vis agricultural production for sales? and (ii) what agricultural products
households should focus on, for example staple crops vs. animal-source foods? To this list,
we add a third, overarching question that stems from the literature: Even if agricultural
growth can be leveraged effectively for nutrition, is it more effective than non-agricultural
growth at micro level?

With these questions in mind, we take advantage of the three waves of the household sur-
vey data from the Uganda National Panel Survey in an attempt to fill the knowledge gap
between the cross-country analyses that explore the links between income and nutrition
but cannot explore determinants at a micro level and the numerous smaller microeconomic
studies that point to mechanisms of impact but are often hindered by some combination
of sample size, data incompleteness, and other methodological considerations. We start by
looking at how child nutritional outcomes correlate with short-term changes (1-2 years) in
household income regardless of source. Subsequently, we explore heterogeneity by source of
income, first between crop cultivation4 and non-crop sources and then further within type
of crop cultivation, according to the priorities set previously in the literature.

There are three key findings. First, we document no detectable impact of short-term changes
in total gross income on height-for-age overall, though there may be a very small gain for
the youngest children. Second, sector-differentiated analyses indicate that only the share of
income originating from self-employment exerts positive and statistically significant effects
on height relative to other sectors. Third, the income shares pertaining to (i) a household’s
consumption of own crop production and (ii) low-protein crop production, rather than crop
production alone, appear to be driving the negative effect of the share of income originating
from crop production. All of these relationships are small relative to typical year-on-year
changes in income composition. The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
2 discusses the theoretical mechanisms through which income growth and sector and subsec-
tor of growth can influence nutrition in the context of the existing body literature. Sections
3 describes our data sources; Section 4, empirical strategy and results. Section 5 concludes.

4While “agriculture” can refer to both crop cultivation and animal rearing, we focus primarily on crops
and not animals.
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Linking Income and Agriculture to Nutrition: Theory and Litera-
ture

The factors that are commonly understood to interact to that hinder nutrition are 1) house-
hold food insecurity, which encompasses food availability as well as quality, 2) inadequate
care, and 3) unhealthy environment (UNICEF, 1990; Behrman & Deolalikar, 1988).5 The
direction of these biologically-based impacts is well established in the literature, and we take
them as given: any positive or negative impacts of agriculture on nutrition must act through
these channels. Descriptively, we offer a health production function for nutritional outcomes:

Hi = H(fi, ni, si, Xi),

which over time accumulate as:

Hit = H(fit, nit, sit,Xi, Hit−1)

where time t-indexed food consumption fit, care/nurturing nit, and sanitary environment
sit as well as a vector of individual or household characteristics Xi and previous nutritional
health outcomes Hit−1. Lack of any factor, such as food, care, sanitation, may be sufficient
to induce under-nutrition, and the provision of each is expected to complement the others in
producing health (while competing through the budget constraint), so we would expect the
true production function will contain interactions of these terms, likely with non-linearities
and minimal subsistence terms.

Connecting the dots conceptually from income to nutrition, households may value health
directly or may value consuming inputs that contribute to health (food, care, sanitation) as
well as other consumption cit and leisure lit, according to household characteristics Xit:

Uit = U(fit, nit, sit, cit, lit, Xit).

The household wants to maximize utility subject to a budget constraint such as

pffit + pssit + pccit − w(nit + lit)≤Iit,

where pf , ps, pc, w are the prices of food, sanitation, other consumption, and the wage rate;
and income Iit comprises represents farm profits, non-agricultural enterprise profits, and the
value of household labor and land endowments. 6

Under basic household models, income only affects these nutrition-inducing consumption
choices by setting the budget constraint, with no other characteristic of income having in-
fluence. By relaxing the budget constraint, increases in income from any source may lead to

5There is a large literature establishing the importance of all three factors for nutritional outcomes,
which we take as given, though a precise nutrition production function is widely absent, given measurement
difficulties and identification challenges that arise from reliance on observational data.

6Given the limitations of nutritional science to define the biological relationships more precisely, and
acknowledging the admonitions of Behrman and Deolalikar (1988), we do not detail a functional form of
utility on health or of health on the relevant inputs. We will rely on multiple specifications and robustness
checks rather than claiming a structural form.
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greater food consumption; nutritional gains may be further facilitated by higher marginal
consumption of food among the poor (Engel’s Law) especially in terms of consumption of
calories and essential micronutrients (Skoufias, Tiwari, & Hassan, 2012; Strauss & Thomas,
1995; Subramanian & Deaton, 1996). At the same time, income gains enable greater con-
sumption of complementary health inputs such as sanitation improvements and healthcare
services, and the income elasticity of health and sanitation expenditures can remain quite
high throughout the income distribution (von Braun et al., 1991). Income can be used for
childcare services or otherwise improve the quality of care given as well. For example, higher
expenditure on education allocated to girls as a result of increased income eventually trans-
lates into higher maternal education, shown to improve child nutritional outcomes (Behrman
& Wolfe, 1984; Umapathi, 2008; Webb & Block, 2004), though this can take years or decades
to materialize.

Empirical studies using pooled cross-sectional data provide evidence that nutritional out-
comes do improve alongside long-run, aggregate economic growth (Cole, 2003; Haddad &
Smith, 2002; Headey, 2013;7 Webb & Block, 2010). Yet this relationship is not guaranteed,
depending on duration and distribution of growth. Under the permanent income hypothesis
and consumption smoothing, short-term income fluctuations may be less likely to induce
consumption of food or sanitation when compared to longer-term gains (Hall & Mishkin,
1982). Clearly, a household must be able to participate when there is aggregate growth in
order to benefit from it. Looking at “nutritional episodes” with an average duration of 4.7
years, Heltberg (2009) looks at income growth across countries but finds less improvement in
child stunting rates compared to longer term studies, with nutrition improving less in more
unequal societies. Relatedly, Webb and Block (2010), with data largely drawn from Sub-
Saharan Africa, find that growth from structural transformation fails to support nutrition
for the rural poor in the short run but point to agriculture effectively lowering stunting by
reaching the rural poor. Headey (2013) finds that once India is excluded in cross-country
regressions, agricultural growth corresponds to a stronger reduction in stunting than non-
agricultural growth in the medium term. Again, even if a household is able to participate in
income growth, conversion to nutrition through the mechanisms of food, care, and sanitation
may take time.

Agriculture for income

Is agricultural growth the most effective way forward to support nutrition? These income
results for nutrition above need not be specific to agricultural income. Yet since many of
the world’s rural poor are dependent on agriculture as their main livelihood, growth in agri-
culture has the potential to be relatively more effective in reducing income poverty (Chen
& Ravallion, 2007; de Janvry & Sadoulet, 2010), a strong determinant of under-nutrition.
At the macro level, Ligon & Sadoulet (2007) find that agricultural income growth exerts a
particularly beneficial effect on expenditures among the poorest and that non-agricultural
growth boosts expenditures in a more modest fashion among these households. Also using
cross-country studies, Heltberg (2009) suggests the explanation that non-agriculture growth

7Headey (2013) is able to point to greater food production, though not consumption in particular.
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associated with structural transformation tends to be geographically exclusive of the rural
poor, and Loayza and Raddatz (2010) provide evidence that the gains arise through agri-
culture providing labor-intensive income opportunities to the unskilled. Christiaensen et
al. (2011) find that the benefits from agricultural growth are more concentrated among
the extreme poor (less than $1 a day) than among the better-off poor. Extending from
poverty outcomes to nutrition outcomes, if agriculture is more accessible to the poor, then
agricultural income could have more potential to improve nutrition-supporting consumption.

Agricultural sub-sectors: commercialization vs. own consumption, and crop
choice

Within agriculture, too, the type of agricultural growth may have important implications
for pass-through to nutrition. Agricultural commercialization is often favored for its ability
to facilitate specialization, technological growth, and higher expected returns, thus allowing
households to convert in-kind income to cash income, which can in turn be used to pur-
chase greater food security and other health-supporting goods and services (Kennedy, 1994;
Pingali, 1997; Pingali & Rosegrant, 1995; Romer, 1993, 1994; Timmer, 1997; von Braun,
1995). Yet findings from various studies suggest that increased income through commercial-
ization haven’t always yielded nutritional improvements and sometimes have been associated
with nutritional declines among farming households (DeWalt, 1993; Dewey, 1981; Fleuret &
Fleuret, 1980; Kennedy, Bouis, & von Braun, 1992; von Braun & Kennedy, 1986, 1994).8

Theoretical mechanisms for this possibility reflect that cash income can facilitate substitu-
tion toward non-food consumption or toward consumption of less nutritious foods through
changing preferences or shifting of resources and/or control among household members with
different expenditure preferences (Bouis & Haddad, 1990; von Braun et al., 1991; von Braun,
1995). Other studies offer an alternative explanation in which labor inputs necessary for com-
mercialization may in some cases detract from health-supporting efforts in the home (e.g.
breastfeeding or other childcare) (Abbi, Christian, Gujral, & Gopaldas, 1991; Kennedy &
Cogill, 1987; Popkin, 1980) or increase exposure to hazardous chemical inputs or zoonotic
disease (Mullins, Wahome, Tsangari, & Maarse, 1996). Access to commercialization may
also offer household investment opportunities that increase the opportunity costs of current
consumption, potentially suppressing food expenditures in the short run.

By contrast, agricultural production for own consumption (subsistence agriculture) has been
viewed traditionally as a last-resort, low-productivity option for those who face high trans-
action costs and missing markets or who are highly risk averse (Timmer, 1997). Yet there
is a growing momentum for promoting own production as a direct support of food secu-
rity, dietary diversity, and nutrient-dense consumption. An implicit assumption in these
interventions is that food production income will be more likely to “stick” as food consump-
tion relative to other kinds of income. For example, von Braun et al. (1991) found that
even after controlling for total income level, households with higher ratios of subsistence
food production as a proportion of total income show higher food consumption. Designed

8See Timmer (1997) and Strasberg et al. (1999) for a general discussion and a discussion on Kenya,
respectively.
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with this stylized fact in mind, interventions that encourage dietary diversity and protein
or micronutrient consumption through home-production channels – home gardens, bioforti-
fied varieties, and animal-sourced foods – do appear to successfully effect improvements in
relevant biomarkers in some cases, with the caveats mentioned above (Masset et al., 2011).

The “stickiness” of gains in own food production may bear out in part through price ef-
fects and risk aversion.9 The Food Price Crisis of 2007-08 has served as a reminder that
the production of food crops can help insure vulnerable groups’ consumption against food
price risk, since rising food prices also raise the income value of the crop at the same time
(de Janvry & Sadoulet, 1995; Headey, 2013). Especially in rural areas, where households
face shallow markets, seasons of high and geographically correlated production will lower
relative food prices, inducing substitution toward food consumption. Price risk aversion and
transaction costs can further increase consumption of own production by driving a wedge
between the effective sale and purchase prices, again making consumption of own food rel-
atively more attractive (de Janvry et al., 1991, Jensen, 2010; Key et al., 2000; Svensson &
Yagaizawa, 2009). Completely missing markets for the purchase of nutritious foods repre-
sents the extreme case of transaction costs, in which the only means of acquiring necessary
micronutrients and achieving dietary diversity is own production.

In a more mechanical sense similar to the general argument for income, improved produc-
tivity in food cropping for own consumption may be differentially good at boosting food
consumption and then nutritional outcomes because it is often the very poor and women
who engage in subsistence agriculture and who may be most likely to convert gains into
increased food intake. Aside from the distinction between commercialization and own pro-
duction, the nutritional qualities of the particular crop (or animal) associated with income
growth may also be relevant. At the macro level, Headey (2013) goes further than previous
cross-country analyses to show that the nutritional gains are strongest where agricultural
growth manifests as increased food production and in countries whose food production was
low initially.10 And to explain part of India’s failure to convert economic growth to nutrition,
pooled cross-sectional studies point to non-food agricultural production and price effects that
shift consumption from more protein-rich pulses toward cheaper and less nutrient-rich grain
(Deaton & Dreze, 2009; Headey, Chiu, & Kadiyala, 2012). Given the level of geographic
aggregation, however, none of these studies are able to offer insight on whether for the indi-
vidual or the households, it is important to produce for one’s own consumption, or whether
in the presence of sufficiently deep markets for nutritious foods, households may be better
of maximizing the income value rather than the nutritional value of their agricultural port-
folios. Clearly, the nutritional benefit derived from consumption from own crop production
will depend on the nutritional quality of crops being produced, and the benefit from other
sources of income must depend on the nutritional value of food being purchased.

9Many interventions also incorporate educational components to try to increase preference for nutrition-
supporting consumption, a mechanism outside of what we can test using the current dataset.

10It is unclear whether these changes arise through agricultural growth among the poor or through falling
food prices economy-wide.
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Data

To explore the links between income and child nutrition, we make use of three rounds of
the nationally-representative Uganda National Panel Survey (UNPS) collected in 2009/10,
2010/11 and 2011/12. The UNPS is implemented by the Uganda Bureau of Statistics with
financial and technical support from the World Bank Living Standard Measurement Study
– Integrated Surveys on Agriculture (LSMS-ISA) program.11 In each round, the survey col-
lects anthropometric measures (height and weight) for children under five years of age and
detailed information on household consumption, income, and agricultural activities. Having
individual-level anthropometric measures and household-level income, including detailed in-
formation about agricultural production and consumption from own production, offers the
opportunity to explore potential pass-through (or not) from income to nutrition via con-
sumption.12 Specific to the UNPS, the panel nature (at the household and individual levels)
and the short period between the survey rounds allow us to conduct within-household analy-
ses over time, and to control in our estimations for unobserved time-invariant child attributes
that may be missed in cross-sectional or pooled cross-sectional investigations. In fact, it is
this feature that provides the basis for the present study.

Given the different income and consumption patterns between urban and rural populations,
the specific focus on agricultural income, and the relatively smaller sample size for the urban
population, we focus on the rural subsample of households in each round and on children
that appear in at least two of the three survey rounds. The latter restriction allows for the
inclusion of child-specific fixed effects in our estimations, and leads to 748, 924, and 653
child observations in 2009/10, 2010/11, and 2011/12, respectively, to be part of the analysis
sample. Table 1a provides summary statistics for the sample across the three panel waves.
Within this sample, the median household has approximately seven members, including four
children under the age of 15 and two children less than five years of age. 53 percent of the
children in the sample are male. As is typically found in Uganda, there are much higher
levels of stunting (35-38 percent across three years) than underweight (11-16 percent).

Table 1b presents income and consumption statistics for the sample, deflated to the first
survey round in 2009/10 and converted to US dollars. While rural households derive their
income from multiple sources, nearly all households participate in crop farming in each
round, and the vast majority also engages in livestock activities. Approximately half re-
port non-agricultural self-employment, with average self-employment (for the whole popula-
tion) approximately equal to average crop income. Agricultural and non-agricultural wage
employment each count one-quarter of the households, with greater income coming from
non-agricultural wages.

11The UNPS data and documentation are publicly available on www.worldbank.org/lsms.
12Income measures have been constructed following the cross-country comparable Rural Income Gen-

erating Activities (RIGA) income aggregate methodology. More information on RIGA is available on
http://www.fao.org/economic/riga/rural-income-generating-activities/en/.
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We report initially two alternative crop income calculations that estimate the value of crop
production consumed at home either from the agriculture questionnaire (1) or the food con-
sumption section of the household questionnaire (2). The second methodology generates
lower total and crop income in the second wave compared to the other rounds: this reflects
local and international food price fluctuations that occurred during the span of the survey
periods more than changes in production. The second methodology also relies on consump-
tion data from a single week, while the first methodology uses reported consumption of own
produce for the entire years. To minimize the impact of seasonality in food consumption
reporting on the calculation of income measures, we elect to focus on the income variables
derived using the first methodology for the remainder of this study.13More than one-third of
gross income comes from crops, with approximately one-third of crop income coming from
two “low-protein” crops, namely cassava and plantain varieties. We do not classify other
crops according to nutritional status but focus on cassava and plantain both as the top two
starchy staples consumed in Uganda as well as two major crops that are particularly low in
protein as well as many other important nutrients (FAO, 1990), in a context where diets are
recognized to be largely deficient in protein and vitamin A and zinc, among other micronu-
trients (FANTA/USAID, 2010). These two crops account for 12-16 percent of total gross
income. Non-food crops, which include coffee, comprise only a small fraction of the gross
income portfolio. The decrease in livestock income in the third year is tied to the decline in
the sales, births, and production of byproducts, which may partially be underlined by the
outbreak of food and mouth disease during the reporting period (FEWS NET, 2011).14To
examine the implications of restricting the sample for fixed effects to include only children
who appear in at least two of the three survey rounds,15 the in-sample and out-of-sample
means were compared for the children in the first survey round (2009/2010) for each of the
variables reported in Tables 1a and 1b. Table 1c reports only the outcomes for which the
differences were statistically significant at the 0.10 level or lower. The included sample is
more heavily representative of the Eastern Region, and less representative of the Western
Region. The spouse of the head of household tends to have completed a half a year more of
schooling. The included sample is slightly more representative of boys, at 53 percent versus
49. Unsurprisingly, the included sample is an average of 13 months younger in the first sur-
vey round. In fact, approximately 40 percent of the sample was over the age of 48 months
during the first round; most of these would be too old to be measured in any following round
and thus drop from the sample. Due the age difference, weight and height are also lower
among the included sample; however the respective z-scores are not statistically different.

13Livestock income is the exception to this. Due to changes in the livestock modules of the agriculture
questionnaire during the three waves of the UNPS, the estimated value of livestock and livestock by-product
production consumed at home is derived from the food consumption section of the household questionnaire.

14Anecdotally, there is also some concern that the livestock modules may have suffered differential attrition
relative to other modules over the course of the panel series, perhaps related to survey fatigue and the fact
that the livestock modules were administered after several other modules.

15The out-of-sample population additionally includes (i) children whose birthdates did not match between
survey rounds and could not be reconciled using reported age in months, (ii) a small number of observations
who were missing household income data, and (iii) eight children who change households within the UNPS
sample across survey rounds.
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Many of the remaining differences suggest that more heavily agricultural households were
more likely to be resurveyed in future rounds, potentially related to greater permanence of
residence and lower attrition.

Figure 1 gives the distribution of gross total income for all three year combined.16Figures
2a and 2b give a bit more insight into the distribution of income by source. Though income
from any particular source does not decrease in levels, as overall income increases, there is

16We choose to focus on gross income for a number of reasons, including differences in the ways that ex-
penses were collected across years, small numbers of households reporting any expenditure, and the difficulty
of shares in the presence of negative numbers. Gross income may also better represent intensity of income
activity by sector.
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a clear pattern of agricultural income (crops, livestock, and agricultural wages) falling as
a share of total income, strongly in favor of self-employment income. Except for the top
percentage of earners, nonagricultural wage also increases its contribution as total income
increases. Breaking down crop income into three types, low-protein (cassava and plantain
varieties), non-food (cotton, tobacco, coffee), and other food crops, Figure 3 shows a trend
that low-protein crops and non-food crops constitute an increasing percentage of crop income
among higher crop income earners, though the sample of farmers who grow nonfood crops
at any income level is small.
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Nutritional outcomes

For our outcomes of interest, we use children’s anthropometric measurements to reflect their
nutritional status. Because we use differences in income and anthropometry over one-year
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periods, we focus specifically on height, which is considered to be the best measure of long-
term growth. According to the World Health Organization guidelines, we use height-for-age
(HAZ) z-scores to normalize height measures by age in order to allow for useful comparisons
across children of various ages.17 18

Figure 4a presents kernel regressions of HAZ and WAZ (weight for age) on age in months
for children between the ages of 6 and 59 months in the rural UNPS sample. Nutritional
challenges are readily apparent: average height for age plunges quite steeply during the first
18 months and remains low. While both WAZ and HAZ are below international norms, it
is striking that HAZ in particular is more than 1.5 standard deviations below international
norms throughout childhood suggesting a diet that is less energy-deficient (captured by WAZ)
and more nutrient deficient. Given the strong nonlinearities over time, in many specifications
we will opt to include flexible controls for age (Cummins 2015).

To begin looking at the static relationship between income and nutritional status, Figure 4b
presents kernel regressions of HAZ and WAZ on age in months split by median income.19

The top two kernel density plots show weight for age z-scores, which stay relatively flat
across ages. The higher plot marks children whose households are above the median income
for the sample; the poorer half the sample tracks the same relatively flat trajectory but at a
lower score. For height for age, both groups decline during the first two years, but the higher
income half declines somewhat less dramatically. In the absence of omitted variables, a first
glance would lead us to expect a strong correlation between income and nutritional status.
Figure 5a shows HAZ by income shares by source. Households move toward the right on any
curve if they specialize in that sector. The highest z-scores are among those most specialized
in livestock, with non-agricultural self-employment and non-agricultural wage also looking
favorable relative to crops and agricultural wages. These do not speak to changes in income
nor total levels of income but might inform initial priors. Similarly, Figures 5c and 5d show
z-scores by shares of crops by subtype as a proportion of gross total income. The lowest
average z-scores are among those with the highest shares of income from low-protein crops.
These figures, however, only describe anthropometric trends based on a static income profile
and do not show that increases in low-protein crop income would lower z-scores.

While our dataset is very rich in a number of ways, there are some missing elements that
might allow for deeper analysis than what we are able to conduct presently. First, while there
is a consumption module for the household, there is no individual-level consumption data.
Given that young children are frequently fed a different mix of foods from the rest of the
household, it is difficult to infer children’s consumption from the household data. For this
reason, data collected specifically for research on children’s nutrition will collect information
on children’s diet specifically as well as on the frequency of feeding. There is also no module

17According to WHO guidelines, we exclude children whose scores fall outside recommended cutoffs for
plausible values: HAZ below -6 or above +6, WAZ below -6 or +5, WHZ below -5 or above +5. Source:
http://www.who.int/nutgrowthdb/software/Differences NCHS WHO.pdf

18In all reported results, HAZ was calculated using reported date of birth when birth date and reported
age in months did not correspond. HAZ using reported age in months generally yields similar results.

19Child age has been calculated taking into account the date of birth and the interview date, rather than
the reported age in months, when these two measures did not match in the data.
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on time use or other information that might be able to link income or labor activities more
carefully to childcare tasks, another theoretical mechanism through which certain types of
income could lead to differential outcomes for children.
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Empirical Strategy

Using the subset of households in the UNPS with children under the age of five described
above, we test the a set of hypotheses suggested by the theory laid out in the first sections,
taking advantage of the child-level panel data. We show our most basic results on income
without and then with child fixed effects, and then proceed with the preferred specification
with child fixed effects.

We first look for evidence on the central question of whether short-term changes in income
correspond to observable changes in nutritional outcomes. As a benchmark, we begin with
the estimation most available in the literature, treating our panel dataset as a set of repeated
cross sections. Thus, we estimate:

Hit = βY log Yit + εit,

where Hit represents the health measure (height for age (HAZ) z-score, height in centimeters,
weight for age (WAZ) z-score, and weight in kilograms); Yit is natural log of income, which
can be specified various ways; and εit is the error term. We use the log of total gross
income for interpretation in percentages and to accommodate diminishing marginal returns,
after finding qualitatively similar results with a combination of level and square root of
gross income. With this simple specification, there is a possibility of omitted variable bias
from observable and unobservable characteristics that may influence both income and the
anthropometric measures of children (parental education as one likely candidate). A vector of
additional covariates Zi may be added to capture such observable characteristics along with
a survey round fixed effect ηt and seasonal (month) fixed effect st to absorb unobservable
characteristics that are common to the sample in a particular survey round or a certain
month of the year:

Hit = βY log Yit + Ziγ + ηt + st + εit.

Still, there are likely other unobservable (or simply unobserved) attributes that may bias the
estimation results. One example might be tall parents whose height and strength increase
wage earnings but also genetically predispose a child to attain greater height or weight than
average. Another example could be related to parental intelligence, which can be used for
earnings and for providing better care for children. In the absence of a set of convincing
instruments for income variables, including a child-specific fixed effect in the specification
allows us to control for time-invariant child, household, and community characteristics that
might otherwise jointly determine income and child nutrition outcomes.

Thus, to test whether we observe changes in short-term changes in children’s nutrition cor-
responding to short-term total income corresponding to short-term changes in children’s
nutrition, we estimate:

Hit = βY log Yit + Ziγ + ηt + st + νi + εit,

where Hit represents the health measure (height for age (HAZ) z-score, height in centimeters,
weight for age (WAZ) z-score, and weight in kilograms), log Yit is the log of total gross income
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income, ηt is a survey round fixed effect, and νi is a child fixed effect, and εi is the error
term. Here the vector of time-varying covariates Zi is limited to include child age in months
(with square and square root to accommodate the age trends with age fixed effects that
allow a flexible specification by month [Cummins 2015]) and, female headship, number of
children, and total household size. Even with child fixed effects, however, there remains a
possibility of time-variant unobservable factors that may bias these estimates. Therefore, we
see our estimation as a useful and informative diagnostic exercise but caution overly strong
confidence in causal interpretations.

Income by sector

The next step is to test whether changes in height are related to the sector of income.20 We
conduct this analysis by looking for differential impacts of income from sectors vis-à-vis total
income. We start by adding sector share of total income for the each of the four major income
sectors individually: crops, livestock, nonagricultural self-employment, and wage income:

Hit = βs(Y
s
it/Yit) + ηt + νi + εi

where (Y s
it/Yit) is the share of gross income coming from sector as and log Yit is log of total

gross income. If consumption and nutrition are only related to income except for by through
the budget constraint, we would expect to see no statistically significant coefficients for the
sector indicators.

This specification may introduce omitted variable bias if changes different income shares are
correlated to changes in total income, so we include a term for total income:

Hit = βs(Y
s
it/Yit) + βY log Yit + ηt + νi + εi.

We prefer this specification as the cleanest and most straightforward to interpret, as share
of each sector compared to the sum of all other sectors. For robustness, however, we also
consider an alternate specification that includes sector share for three of the four major
income sectors at the same time: crops, livestock, nonagricultural self-employment. Using
wage labor as the omitted (fourth) category, we estimate:

Hit = Σsβs(Y
s
it/Yit) + βY log Yit + ηt + νi + εi.

This specification will show different coefficients if changes in income are especially correlated
between certain sectors more than others.

20Shares were chosen to prevent over-weighting of large-income households, who are likely to have larger
nominal year-on-year fluctuations of reported income. Typically, logs would be used for this purpose, but
shares allow us to keep households who do not have positive values for all income categories, where they are
undefined as log(0).
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Income by crop type

We test in the Ugandan context the idea commonly seen in the literature that type of crop
income may influence nutrition. To do so, we break crops into three two broad categories
based on nutrient availability: 1) low-protein, low-nutrient food crops and, 2) other food
crops, and 3) non-food crops.21 We adopt the same shares approach used for sector income,
looking at the share of each crop type a in total income:

Hit = βa(Y
a
it/Yit) + βY log Yit + ηt + νi + εi

Again, we add controls for total income. For robustness checks, we also include specifications
that add total crop share. It is important to note that the two crops we categorize as low-
protein are banana/plantain and cassava – the top two staple crops in Uganda (and grown
by more than 70% of our sample) with lower protein availability than other staples such
as cereals and sweet potatoes. Uganda is recognized as maintaining a low-protein diet. As
such, income gains that come in the form of additional low-protein food might be less likely
to benefit nutrition that other forms of income unless the produce is sold to fund other
nutrition-supporting purchases.22

Finally, we attempt to address the question of whether agriculture may be impactful through
production alone or more specifically through own consumption. We do so by comparing
the above specifications on shares of crop production to specifications that include shares of
own consumption of production, represented by

Hit = βc(C
a
it/Yit) + βY log Yit + ηt + νi + εi,

with Ca
it representing the value of consumption originating from own production.

Results

Table 2 shows the results for overall income for height-for-age (HAZ) and prevalence of stunt-
ing (HAZ<-2), respectively. The first two columns each present HAZ z-scores as dependent
variables, and the last two present stunting. Columns (1) and (3) show the standard pooled-
cross sectional results with additional time-varying covariates and with standard errors clus-
tered at the household level. These estimates represent the status quo for observational data
where the same children cannot be followed over time. An income coefficient of 0.108 for
HAZ is statistically significant but small, since we can interpret the coefficient to be the
change in HAZ if household income doubles. For our sample, this only translates into ap-
proximately 0.08 standard deviations for a 100 percent gain in income. For the same change

21We started with three categories: 1) low-protein food crops, 2) other food crops, and 3) non-food crops,
but found too few observations and too little variation for non-food crops to treat them separately

22While plantain is a source of Vitamin A and other micro-nutrients, it is are particularly low in protein,
a necessary component for growth and development and most biological processes. Plantain and cassava
have only a fraction of the protein content in cereals, which are also considered limited in their ability to
meet preschoolers’ protein needs without complementary higher-protein foods (FAO 1997, Ch. 7, available
at http://www.fao.org/docrep/w0078e/w0078e08.htm)
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in income, we predict that the prevalence of stunting would fall by 3.8 percentage points,
or approximately 10 percent. Coefficients for the additional covariates are not reported, for
brevity, but these variables include time indicators for Round 2 and Round 3, child gen-
der (only relevant for the pooled cross-sectional estimations), age-in-months fixed effects to
accommodate the common non-linear fall of z-scores over time (as observed in Figure 4),
interview month fixed effects to reduce seasonally-based statistical noise in income reporting
or child health, household size, number of children under 5 and under 15, household head
years of education, and an identifier for and female headship.

The preferred fixed effects specifications are presented in columns (2) and (4) of Table 2 with
the same set of controls. In contrast to the pooled cross-sectional results, the coefficients
on income in fixed effects estimations fall by more than half for HAZ and to nearly zero for
stunting. Though the cross-sectional effects were fairly small, we can infer that unobservable
characteristics drive some of the relationship between income and anthropometric outcomes
that we are able to control for by comparing children to themselves over time. These results
hold for subsamples below the sample median income in 2009/10 (i.e. the first survey round),
but for the subsample below 24 months of age, the income coefficient holds fairly steady for
HAZ. Again, this coefficient is quite small, but it may suggest that short-term income gains
may have a small nutrition-supporting role for younger children, who are still in the most
critical period of nutritional development (UNICEF 1998, p. 21-23). Still, this effect is too
small to suggest policy dependence on income growth to boost child growth measures. After
this, all reported findings are based on regressions that control for child fixed effects and the
aforementioned time-varying observables.
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Income by sector

Table 3a presents the results for income shares by sector with HAZ as the dependent variable
across the whole sample. The crop income share without controlling for gross total income
exerts a negative and significant impact, which declines in magnitude about 16 percent and
becomes only marginally significant once gross total income is included. These differences
seem to reflect the fact that crop income levels are fairly flat over the total income dis-
tribution, while crop income as a share of total income falls with total income. We can
interpret the coefficients as being the expected change in HAZ score if a household went
from no crop income to 100 percent crop income. In the more realistic change of 10-20 per-
cent change in income share from year to year, this would translate to approximately 0.02
to 0.04 points of HAZ. On the other hand, the coefficients for self-employment in the same
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table are persistently positive and significant, and slightly larger in magnitude than the crop
shares, potentially reflecting self-employment enabling different consumption or care habits,
and meriting further investigation in the future. When controlling for income, both livestock
and wage shares have coefficients near zero.

Income by crop type

Table 3b present the results for crop production and consumption of own crop production
individually as shares of gross total income for the whole sample. We present total crop
production and consumption and then the breakdowns by crop category, with and without
controlling for log of total income. The coefficients can be interpreted as the predicted change
in z-score from a change from no income coming from that source to 100 percent coming
from that source.

We see again that increased share of income coming from crop production corresponds to
lower HAZ scores, with the coefficient dropping slightly and becoming only marginally sta-
tistically significant once total income is included. However, the coefficients for HAZ on the
consumption of own crop production are and statistically significant and nearly twice the
magnitude as for production. Thus, consumption of own production rather than production
alone seems to drive the negative crop result in the context of Uganda. In fact, in the joint
specification that includes both share of crops in income and share of consumption of own
production (Table 3c, column 2), consumption of own crops share becomes more negative,
while the crop production share changes signs and becomes small and positive and marginally
significant. While this result needs more information about other mechanisms (food choice,
care patterns) that accompany a shift toward more own-consumption, it suggests the pos-
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sibility that households in rural Uganda could be a little bit better off converting produce
into cash for nutrition-supporting purchases, or that there may be interventions that could
help households who tend to consume their own production to protect young children from
any associated nutritional disadvantages.

Production of the low protein crops shows a significant negative coefficient similar to con-
sumption of own crop production, at 0.44 (column 6) predicted decrease from a shift from 0
to 100 percent plantain or cassava production, and the coefficient for consumption of own-
produced low-protein crops is even more negative at -0.62 (column 8), suggesting that on
average in the sample, crops may better serve long-term nutrition when converted to cash
than through direct consumption. Supporting these results, Table 3c includes multiple share
types. Column 4 combines crop share and low protein crop share. The magnitude of low
protein crops holds but falls to marginal significance (joint p-value 0.056), and the magnitude
coefficient for crop share shrinks to close to zero. With crop share, low protein production,
and low protein consumption (column 6), crop share remains small and negative, low protein
production share becomes positive, and low protein consumption share becomes even more
negative at -0.72 (though not statistically different) than when included alone. For the ex-
treme case of a child whose household’s whole income comes from production of low-protein
crops, this result predicts approximately 0.5 standard deviations difference in HAZ between
consuming all of that produce and selling all of it.

Underlying these results, there is a 0.78 versus 0.45 correlation between consumption and
production of low protein versus other food crops (not shown), respectively, pointing to
income growth in the form of cassava and plantain production being particularly unlikely
to convert into consumption of other foods or nonfoods. These anthropometric score results
suggest that this “stickiness” of crop production to own consumption that may, in a context
with low-protein staple crops, may potentially render agricultural growth less beneficial for
nutrition than other types of growth, and that in Uganda, all else equal, there are likely to
be nutritional gains from shifting toward more nutrient-rich crop production.23

23There is some concerns that high shares of own-produced starches would be indicate household poverty,
and that the results could be driven by nonlinearities in responsiveness to income. Because we changes in
shares, however, we capture a whole range of baseline shares. Also, in choosing log income, we tested a
number of more flexible forms, but none appeared to offer improvements over log income.
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Alternative Specifications for Robustness

Tables 3c and 3d provides alternate specifications, including multiple types of shares. As dis-
cussed above, Table 3c combines multiple types of crop shares, and Table 3d includes sector
shares and crop-type shares, with wage income always as the omitted category. We see that
the results with these combined shares are largely consistent with the individual specification
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in magnitude, though significance levels fluctuate in some specifications. Overall, it does not
appear that underlying correlations between share types are driving our results.

In order to explore price versus quantity underlying these results, I also add a joint specifica-
tions using crop income reconstructed using the same prices across all three years instead of
letting them vary by year, so that changes in the various income shares are driven by changes
in quantities rather than prices. The original approach (represented in Table 3d), valuing
crop production and own consumption at market prices, was employed because it captures
the opportunity cost of any own consumption. A limitation of the original specification,
however, is that by applying changing prices to the portion of production that is consumed
by the household, calculated income can increase even when the physical quantity consumed
stays the same or even falls. In this case, changes in the income value assigned to own
consumption may be divorced from the nutritional value of own consumption, because the
assigned value of consumption can increase with quantity and/or price. In particular, we are
looking to see whether the alternative price-constant specification gives non-negative coeffi-
cients for crop income and subcategories of crop income. If production or consumption prove
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neutral or beneficial for child height, then we may infer that the negative correspondence in
the original specification is likely driven by higher prices masking lower real consumption.

and then the revised (3e) below. The first two columns that only use the broad sectors (no
subsectors of crops) with and without log total income are very similar between the two
approaches, suggesting that overall, it does not matter much whether crop income changes
because of changes in income or in price in out context. Columns 3 and 4, which add
the share of income coming from low-protein crops, are again fairly similar in magnitude,
but low-protein-specific share is a little less negative and overall crop share is a little more
negative (not statistically different). The shares in columns 2 and 4 are jointly marginally
statistically significant at 10%. Columns 5 and 6, which add the share of own-consumed low-
protein crops, deviate the most from the original specification, though qualitatively they still
reflect the original results. The magnitude of the coefficients on low-protein own consumption
falling by half from -0.7 to -0.3 but still remain negative, and the overall coefficient for low-
protein share again shrinks once consumption is included. The summed negative effect for
own-consumption of low-protein does not show a big change, but now a little more of the
negative correlation remains in the overall crop and overall low protein production. The
joint p-value rises from 0.05 to 0.11.

Overall, the changes between these results, or general lack thereoff, suggests that the original
results are not primarily driven by higher prices masking lower consumption. That the neg-
ative coefficient from primarily own consumption of low-protein crops is partially recaptured
by overall production and low-protein production is perhaps a little surprising and may point
to a limitation of the second approach. Applying the same set of prices to all the years better
captures the changes in quantities produced and consumed between years. It is also limited,
however, in that it assumes that changing quantities continue to have the same market value
across years. This assumption ignores real income fluctations realized through crop sales. In
general, if prices tend to fall when quantities rise, then by holding prices constant we may
overestimate crop income (via sales) and total income in quantity-abundant years. If higher
crop shares bias calculated income upward, we might expect to see slightly more negative
coefficients for crops that include sales, which may help reconcile the two sets of results.24

24In practice, I cannot offer evidence about prices falling under abundant supply, even though this is a
guiding principle in markets. I don’t see that relationship very well in the data, but there are a lot of
unobserved quality and market mechanisms that may be at play.
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Subsamples by age and median income

Tables 4a-c, 5a-c, and 6a-c present the results for the same equations as 3a-c, this time
broken down by subsamples of under 24 months of age in the first year, over 24 months
in first year, and below the median income at baseline, respectively. When the results are
broken down by age group, we can that the magnitudes for the crop shares are larger and more
significant for the older group (Tables 5b and 5c) – this appears to be the group that drives
the results from the full sample. This may be surprising, since the largest losses in height
are expected to occur during the first years that are considered more critical for nutrition.
On the other hand, we may infer that effects on the younger children may be partially
mitigated by breastfeeding or by different levels of care. We do see that the younger group
continues to have a slightly larger magnitude for the coefficient on total income (still not
significant). One possible explanation is that because a portion of the younger group is still
breastfeeding, complementary feeding with low-protein foods or any kind of food contributes
needed supplementary carbohydrates, while for older children, consumption of low-nutrient
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foods displaces more nutrient-dense consumption. Breastfeeding could also affect level of
adult supervision, which may influence total amounts consumed. Given the lack of data on
children’s individual consumption or care, however, it is not possible to distinguish these
or other mechanisms. For children whose household income was below the median value in
the first year, the results generally follow the overall sample results with a few differences.
Across sectors, there appears to be little premium for self-employment but a larger gain in
wage labor. Looking at the two specifications for wage labor with and without total income,
the magnitude falls once total income is included. We speculate that for poorer households,
self-employment may more often be an option of last resort or may require costly inputs
to be more profitable, and wage income may provide a more available or more predictable
income during lean periods. For crops, the “penalty” for own consumption, especially of
the low-protein crops, appears to grow in magnitude relative to production for sale. It is
difficult to say without more information, but it is possible that this subset of children has
a less nutritious diet at the start, such that marginal food consumption could be even more
important.
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Discussion

In this study, we have used panel data to explore the potential for short-term income gains
to improve children’s nutrition in Uganda. The high frequency in the UNPS—three rounds
in three years—allow for fixed effect estimations that eliminate time-invariant unobservable
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factors that may typically confound similar studies. Without convincing instrumental vari-
ables for income, one still must take care with causal interpretations, but such exercises can
serve as informative diagnostic tools for policy and future research.

Our results show very little relationship between changes in income levels and height, con-
sidered a good marker of long-term nutrition. Contrary to the benchmark case of in which
income generation might be uniformly good for nutrition, however, increased self-employment
income appears correlate relatively more with positive nutritional outcomes than other sec-
tors. Future studies distinguishing the mechanisms behind this trend, potentially dietary or
related to proximity to home for childcare, would be worthwhile.

Specific to Uganda, we find the potentially less-expected result that agricultural income
appears to be more nutrition-negative than others, seemingly through the production of
low-nutrient crops and specifically through own consumption. Our results suggest the pos-
sibility of stickiness of crop production to own consumption; while this may be a nutrition-
supporting feature in other contexts, income growth in the production of low-nutrient crops
may crowd out consumption of other goods and services that could serve as better nutritional
investments. These results appear to be concentrated among the older and poorer subset of
children in our sample. Still, any effects appear to be relatively small in magnitude, espe-
cially given that year-on-year changes in income for households usually fall within limited
bounds. These results are also likely to depend heavily on the agricultural and dietary profile
of Uganda and caution against uniform policies to support one sector over another without
further information specifically about how children’s diets or childcare patterns accompany
income changes. When data are available, similar diagnostic techniques may be useful for
identifying which sectors and interventions may be most nutrition-supporting in other con-
texts, but would be best complemented with more details about household practices for child
feeding and care.
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Chapter 2

Measuring and Increasing Adoption Rates of Cookstoves
in a Humanitarian Crisis

with Daniel Wilson, Jeremy Coyle, Javier Rosa, Omnia Abbas,
Mohammed Idris Adam, and Ashok Gadgil25

Abstract

Traditional smoky cooking fires are today’s greatest environmental threat to human
life. These fires, used by half the global population, cause 3.9 million annual premature
deaths. “Clean cookstoves” have potential to improve this situation; however, most
dissemination programs do not employ objective measurement of adoption to inform
design, marketing, and dissemination practices. Lack of data prevents insights and
may contribute to consistently low adoption rates. In this study, we used sensors
and surveys to measure objective versus self-reported adoption of freely-distributed
cookstoves in Darfur, Sudan. Our data insights demonstrate how to effectively measure
and promote adoption, especially in a humanitarian crisis. With sensors, we measured
a 71% initial adoption rate compared to a 95% rate reported during surveys. No line
of survey questioning, whether direct or indirect, predicted sensor-measured usage.
For participants who rarely or never used their cookstoves after initial dissemination
(“non-users”), we found significant increases in adoption after a simple followup survey
(p = 0.001). The followup converted 83% of prior “non-users” to “users” with average
daily adoption of 1.7 cooking hours over 2.2 meals. This increased adoption, which we
posit resulted from cookstove familiarization and social conformity, was sustained for
a 2-week observation period post intervention.

Introduction

Since the beginning of the modern Darfur conflict in 2003, violence has forced Darfuri families
from their homes. Many displaced families have emigrated from their homelands to large
Internally Displaced People’s (IDP) camps; current UN figures estimate 2.5 million IDPs
in Darfur (UNOCHA 2015). In 2005, The University of California, Berkeley and Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory began a joint effort to design an efficient cookstove for use in
Darfuri IDP camps. The impetus for the Berkeley-Darfur Stove (BDS) was to reduce the
burden and danger IDP women face when acquiring fuel in and around the camps. The
BDS’s improved thermal efficiency allows users to cook food using less fuel of a traditional
three-stone fire (TSF) style cookstove (locally known as a “ladaya”) (Preble et al. 2014). As

25Wilson, Coyle, and Rosa: University of California, Berkeley. Abbas: Potential Energy. Adam: Al-Fashir
University. Gadgil: University of California, Berkeley and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
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of June 2015, 42,000 BDSs have been distributed to households in Darfur. With an average
IDP household size of 7, the BDS has reached roughly 294,000 individuals.26

Objective monitoring and evaluation is a major barrier to quantifying the impacts of “clean
cookstoves” like the BDS. For decades, clean cookstoves have promised to reduce the global
burden of disease and drudgery attributable to traditional cooking. Air pollution from
traditional cooking methods is the world’s largest environmental health risk – traditional
biomass-fueled cooking is linked with 3.9 million annual premature deaths (Lim et al. 2013,
Smith et al. 2014). Clean cookstoves’ promise is to displace traditional smoky biomass
fires (used by almost half the world’s population) with cleaner combustors (World Bank
2011). However, positive outcomes of clean cookstove interventions are rarely significant
or sustained (Smith et al. 2015) because clean cookstoves have not been widely adopted
or sufficiently displaced traditional cookstoves (i.e. via “stove stacking”) (Pillarisetti et al.
2014).

Stove Use Monitor (SUM) sensors have the potential to objectively inform implementation
agencies, policy makers, and analysts about field performance and adoption of cookstoves
(Thomas et al. 2013, Pillarisetti et al. 2014, Ram et al. 2010, Ruiz et al. 2011, Ruiz et
al. 2013, Wilson et al. 2015. This information can improve cooks’ health and economic
outcomes. Many stakeholder agencies are eager to understand which cookstoves, training
programs, and marketing methods are effective.

However, most cookstove adoption studies use unreliable survey data subject to three prob-
lematic sources of error (Lewis and Pattanayak 2012, Burwen 2011, Pillarisetti et al. 2014).
First, respondents may over-report “ideal” behaviors, thus generating “social desirability”
or “courtesy” bias (Nunnally 1978, Edwards 1957). Second, respondents may struggle to
recall and accurately aggregate data on their stove use over long recall periods. Finally, fre-
quent visits by enumeration staff are known to induce observation bias via the “Hawthorne
Effect,” (Parsons 1974). Even when recall data is unbiased on average, measurement error in
dependent variables (say, expenditures or frequency of symptoms) reduces the precision of es-
timates, giving reduced statistical significance. Unbiased measurement error in independent
variables (for example, usage rates) leads to “attenuation bias” that pushes impact estimates
toward zero (Das et al. 2012). This effect only worsens when users systematically overstate
adoption. Unlike surveys, sensors are unbiased, discreet, and long-lasting. Objective sensor
data leads to improvements in our understanding of cookstove adoption and enables insights
about cookstove designs, training, or marketing techniques that may increase utilization.

In this study, we add critical information to the small pool of studies objectively measur-
ing cookstove adoption with sensors (BAMG 2012, Burwen et al. 2012, Pillarisetti et al.

26Qualitative reports suggest that the BDS is well-liked. Owing to its speedy cooking and the difficulty
Arabic speakers have pronouncing “The Berkeley-Darfur Stove,” the BDS has earned its own Arabic nick-
name that translates to “Five-Minute Stove”. Most BDS units have been distributed free of charge into
large IDP camps such as Al-Salam, Abu Shouk, and Zam Zam in North Darfur. Approximately 5,000 cook-
stoves have been sold in sales trials within villages near these camps. Large-scale dissemination of the BDS
is enabled by three key parties: Potential Energy is a USA-based non profit that manages logistics and
fund raising, Shri Hari Industries manufactures BDS kits in Mumbai, India and ships them to Sudan, and
Sustainable Action Group, a Sudanese Non-Governmental Organization, assembles kits into complete BDSs
and distributes them in Darfur.
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2014, Ruiz et al. 2011, Ruiz et al. 2013, Wilson et al. 2015). To our knowledge, other
groups have not analyzed adoption of cookstove technologies in an ongoing humanitarian
crisis. Evaluation of technologies and techniques that improve living conditions and envi-
ronmental conditions in humanitarian crises is important but inadequately addressed in the
scientific literature. Crises are important case studies because they are regrettably common,
are a frequent target market for cookstove dissemination programs, and represent unique
social and economic contexts that make non-crises insights potentially non-transferable. In
a prior study, sensor data has been correlated with survey data (Thomas et al., 2013), but
we extend the literature by testing whether multiple surveying techniques can be combined
to better predict sensor-measured behavior. Additionally, we present a novel framework for
categorizing stove recipients as “users” or “non-users” and demonstrate the value of this de-
lineation in revealing data insights. Unlike prior work, this study rigorously evaluates causes
of sensor damage and loss, and we perform sensitivity analysis for lost data. We also present
the first study to our knowledge quantifying the impacts of social pressure on cookstove
adoption (“courtesy use”), and we show an example of how sensors revealed user-generated
innovations. Lastly, and most importantly, this study adds meaningful data to the literature
by assessing the impact of enumeration activities—or the anticipation thereof—on cookstove
adoption behavior, and we reveal the potential for low-cost strategies to dramatically increase
cookstove adoption.

Design and Methods

A detailed description of the design and methods of this experiment is discussed in prior
work (Wilson et al. 2015) and in the supplement. For clarity, a brief overview follows.

This work took place in the Al-Salam IDP Camp outside Al-Fashir, North Darfur, Sudan.
Sustainable Action Group (SAG), a Sudanese non-profit that assembles and distributes the
BDS in IDP camps, selected participants for this study in the usual procedure for BDS
dissemination: 180 participants were selected to receive free BDSs by chief camp adminis-
trators (“omdas”) who selected study participants from a comprehensive list of inhabitants.
Selected participants were limited to five of the camp’s “Administrative Units” representing
the geographical and cultural emigration origin of IDPs. In compliance with the University
of California, Berkeley’s Institutional Review Board approval (CPHS #2013-03-5132), par-
ticipants were told they would be taking place in a study of the BDS “to improve future
BDSs” and that a temperature sensor would be attached to the BDS. However, informa-
tion about the tracking of cooking behaviors was withheld. All five Units participated in a
baseline and followup survey, and three units participated in an additional second followup.

The five Units, each with 36 participants, received their BDSs and took a baseline survey
between July 29th and August 2nd of 2013. Serious security concerns precluded enumeration
staff from travel and extended stay in the camps, so the baseline survey and all subsequent
interactions took place at midday in a women’s center in Al-Salam Camp. After four to twelve
weeks, depending on the Unit, a followup survey was conducted. All women were supplied
with the date, time, and location of their followup. Women were instructed to bring their
cookstoves to the Women’s Center for the followup survey. On the appointed day, a survey
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was conducted and SUMs were removed from cookstoves. Data were discreetly downloaded
from SUMs using a laptop computer. For three of the five Units, SUMs were re-attached and
a second followup was conducted two weeks after the first followup. The second followup
also required bringing the cookstove to the Women’s Center so SUMs could be removed, but
no additional surveys were conducted. In all cases, women brought their BDSs home from
the followup survey(s) and owned the stoves indefinitely thereafter. Additional details about
scheduling can be found in the Table S1.

Building on the methods of others (BAMG 2012, Burwen 2012, Pillarisetti et al. 2014, Ruiz
et al. 2013, Mukhopadhyay et al. 2012), we utilized Maxim’s DS1922E-series iButtons as
temperature data loggers, as seen in Figure S1. Figure S2 shows the mounting location of
SUMs which was chosen by laboratory cooking experiments to maximize signal (temperature)
while still preventing overheating of the sensor.

Surveys in this study were conducted by a team of two redundant enumerators. One enu-
merator administered the survey using paper and pen while the other used Open Data Kit
(ODK) (a smartphone-based survey tool). Data from these two methods were tested against
one another for quality control purposes. Data from SUMs and surveys were processed in
Version 3 of the open-source statistical computing software R. A further discussion of the
algorithm used to label cooking events can be found in Wilson et al. (2015).
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Results

SUMs Loss and Bias

The SUMs in this experiment were vulnerable to failure, which may produce SUMs data
bias. During the study we discovered that some women innovated by flipping the BDS upside
down, filling the bottom with charcoal, and preparing drinks or small meals. The BDS was
not designed for this mode of use. The SUM was mounted at the bottom of the BDS to avoid
overheating from wood fires (see Figure S2 above), but the bottom of the BDS is precisely
where charcoal fires would make the BDS hottest. Of 170 participants with SUMs-equipped
cookstoves, 29 participants had thermally-damaged SUMs. In followup surveys, participants
who reported using charcoal as a primary cooking fuel (for food or drink) were 2.8 times
more likely (p = 0.01, Fisher test) to thermally damage their SUMs as participants who did
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not report using charcoal as a primary fuel. A summary of SUMs failures by Administrative
Unit is presented in Table S2.

Because data were unrecoverable from thermally-damaged SUMs, this study has possible
bias. We posit that adopters of the BDS are more likely to damage SUMs and therefore
adopters are underrepresented in surviving SUMs data. Put another way, it would be difficult
to thermally damage a SUM mounted on a BDS that was never used for cooking. Therefore,
data loss from thermal damage represents a non-random sampling bias in SUMs data and
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a probable downward bias on sensor-measured adoption rates. Accordingly, SUMs-derived
data presented in this study are a conservative estimate of adoption throughout the entire
experimental population. Other less prevalent causes of SUMs loss were observed, namely
misplaced and faulty sensors (before distribution and baseline survey), one stolen stove, and
a small number of women not returning for followup surveys. However, we assume these
loss factors do not meaningfully bias data. Unless otherwise noted, quantitative SUMs data
presented throughout this study are derived from surviving SUMs.

Defining “User” and “Non-User” Groups

To perform more meaningful analyses, we classified participants into two groups based on
their pre-followup BDS adoption: “users” and “non-users.” First, using SUMs data for each
participant, we computed the proportion of cookstove ownership days where at least one
cooking event was observed. The “pre-followup period” analyzed was defined from one day
after the participant’s baseline survey until two days before the participant’s follow up survey
(to avoid effects near the followup discussed later). This variable, termed “proportion of days
use” is plotted as a cumulative distribution function in Figure 1. An arbitrary delineation was
drawn at 10% of days used, and participants utilizing the BDS more than 10% BDS ownership
days in this period were classified as “users.” Although the quantitative delineation between
users and non-users was arbitrary, it is useful to characterize study participants in terms
of women who generally adopted the BDS before their follow up survey (users) and those
who rarely or never used the BDS before the follow up survey (non-users). Unless otherwise
specified, “user” and “non-user” classification refers to pre-followup behavior.

Pre-Followup Adoption Measured by SUMs and Surveys

In the pre-followup period, 87 of 122 (71%) participants with surviving SUMs were classified
as users of the BDS. Remembering that SUMs thermal damage presents a downward bias
on this study, if all thermally-damaged SUMs were presumed to belong to “users,” the
study-wide adoption rate would be 77% users.
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The proportion of users varied widely and significantly by Administrative Unit (p=0.004;
Fisher’s exact test) with Al-Fashir Rural having the highest rate of users at 89% and Jebel Si
having the lowest at 62%. Study-wide, a typical user utilized her BDS 1.54 (SD = 0.97) hours
per day over 2.04 (SD = 1.30) cooking events. Including non-users, the study-wide average
adoption rates were 1.10 (SD = 1.07) hours and 1.47 (SD = 1.43) events of daily cooking.
A summary of SUMs-measured adoption is shown in Table 1. Although ownership periods
were relatively short compared with other longitudinal studies (Pillarisetti et al. 2014, Ruiz
et al. 2011), users showed no significant linear trend in average hours cooked per day over
the pre-followup ownership period (estimated increase of 0.0002 hours/day; p=0.84).

Participants reported high rates of BDS adoption regardless of their SUMs-measured usage:
95% of participants reported using the BDS as their “primary stove.” As shown in Figure
3, nearly all users reported using the BDS three times a day on a “normal day.” This is
compared to a SUMs-measured daily cooking events of 2.04 events for users and 0.04 events
for non-users. 77% of users and 86% of non-users over-report cooking events. Of the 62
participants who use the BDS an average of less than once per day, only five actually report
doing so. Both users and non-users over-report cooking hours with 85% of users and 86%
of non-users over-reporting. All told, over-reporting represents 1.2 hours and 1.3 events of
daily cooking overestimation.
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Disagreement between SUMs and surveys was so extreme that we assumed participants had
difficulty with the wording of the question “On a ‘normal day,’ how many times/hours do
you use your BDS?” We posited that women may over-report because they consider behavior
only on use days rather than average days; to answer the survey questions in a way that
would perfectly correlate with SUMs, women would have to time-average usage and then
report their average daily use. We believed this was challenging, so we checked whether
SUMs data correlated with another way we asked about usage. For an exhaustive list of
meal types, we asked how many times in a normal week she prepares that meal with the
BDS and how long each meal takes to cook on the BDS. The sum of weekly occurrences
is termed “Computed Events” and the sum of the product of meal durations and weekly
occurrences is termed “Computed Hours.” These data are shown in a correlation table with
SUMs data in Table 2. Although these variables do not rely as heavily on cooks’ mental
math as the “normal day” questions, they correlate even more weakly with SUMs data.
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Impacts of Enumeration Activities on Adoption

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of enumeration activities on adoption for the 3 Units tracked
after the first followup. Beginning roughly two days before the scheduled followup, non-
users begin to adopt their BDSs. After followup, enumeration activities had a statistically
significant positive impact on the non-user group, increasing hours of daily cooking by 1.6
hours (p<0.001, paired t-test) and no meaningful impact on the user group, increasing hours
of daily cooking by only 10 minutes. Compared with the pre-followup period, non-users also
increased adoption of the BDS in terms of events, with an average increase of 2.1 events
per day. As a reminder, “users” and “non-users” are classified solely by their BDS adoption
before the followup survey. A summary of results both pre- and post-followup is shown in
Table 1.
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Discussion

Although the BDSs were distributed free of charge, it was relatively well-adopted among
recipients, with 71% of surviving SUMs classifying cooks as “users.” The (downward) bias
caused by thermally damaged SUMs resulting from inverted BDS charcoal fires means that
up to 77% of participants were potential “users” in the pre-followup period. Among “non-
users,” pre-followup behavior is characterized by little or no BDS utilization whatsoever.
There is little evidence that non-users try and then abandon the BDS. Rather, non-users
seem to neglect using the BDS altogether until just days before the followup survey.

Other studies have found that socioeconomic and educational factors are the most important
predictors of cookstove adoption (Lewis et al. 2012), and this trend likely holds in our study
as well. Namely, Al-Fashir Rural Unit, which exhibited the highest rates of adoption, is
comprised of inhabitants who have emigrated to Al-Salam IDP Camp from peri-urban set-
tlements near North Darfur’s capital. Although socioeconomic and educational factors were
not measured explicitly in surveys, Al-Fashir Rural residents were likely to have been exposed
to better educational and work opportunities than residents from other Units representing
poorer rural parts of Darfur.

As found in other studies of health-related technologies (Arnold et al. 2009, Kremer et
al. 2010, Thomas et al. 2013, Ram et al. 2010), study participants tended to over-report
cookstove adoption. In this study, average self-reported used was roughly twice SUMs data
in terms of hours and events of cooking per day. However, because there is little correlation
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between SUMs and survey data, it is somewhat misleading to think of reporting as a two-fold
overestimation. For example, almost all women surveyed (83%) report using the BDS three
times per day – every meal. In other words, it is incorrect to think that women inflate their
adoption by two-fold; instead, nearly uniformly, women report using the BDS for all daily
meals, but, population-wide, women actually use their BDSs for about half of all meals.
Though we attempted to adjust for users’ inability to average over large time periods by
calculating adoption from other questions, no manner of questioning or reinterpretation of
reporting periods correlated well with SUMs-measured behavior, leading us to believe that
many participants intentionally misrepresent cookstove adoption when surveyed.

We were surprised by the strong influence of survey enumeration activities on the “non-user”
group. As easily seen in Figure 4, non-users exhibit a strong up-tick in adoption starting
two days before their scheduled followup survey. This effect is seen in all Units that were
observed until a second followup, and this effect spanned a range of socio-economic levels
and cultural or geographic origin (as indicated by Administrative Unit) and pre-followup
ownership duration. We posit that non-users may feel social pressure to use their BDS
before the followup survey; perhaps it would be embarrassing to bring a shiny, clean, unused,
donated stove back to the women’s center. Or, perhaps, non-users felt the need to educate
themselves about the BDS before returning for the followup survey. Regardless of motivation,
in the days leading up to the followup survey, the non-user group strongly exhibits what we
refer to as “courtesy use.” This spike in usage in reaction to (or anticipation of) direct
observation is consistent with other studies in the developing and developed world (Ram et
al. 2010, Pedersen et al. 1986, Russell et al., 1992).

However, what was not expected was the non-user group’s sustained adoption in the two
weeks after followup survey enumeration. Because enumeration activities were not instructive
or coercive, one would expect women who did not adopt the BDS would continue to neglect it
after the follow up survey. Quite to the contrary, upon returning home, non-users’ cookstove
utilization became indistinguishable (mean 1.77 hours, standard error 0.31) from their “user”
peers (mean 1.74 hours, standard error 0.22). In fact, using the same definition of “user” as
the pre-followup period (BDS use on >10% of ownership days), 83% of previous non-users
transitioned to “post-followup users.” Additionally, population wide, 86% of participants
would be classified as users in the post-followup period compared with 71% in the pre-
followup period.

We propose three conjectures that may explain the phenomenon of non-user conversion.
First, non-users rarely or never used their BDSs until just before the followup, so this group
may never have realized the benefits of the BDS. Perhaps, after finally trialing the BDS
as a courtesy immediately before the followup, non-users realized they enjoyed the BDS
and subsequently continued use after the followup. Second, it is possible that peer pres-
sure at the followup survey influenced non-users; one can imagine non-users walking and
talking with their user peers to the Women’s Center. At the Women’s Center, although
surveys were private, women may have seen peers with well-used cookstoves. Non-users
may have overheard others others talking, truthfully or not, about enjoying the BDS and
thus felt more comfortable trying the BDS. Finally, SUMs vs. surveys suggest that many
non-users told mistruths during the followup survey about how often they use the BDS.
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This deceit, although untrue, could have built non-users’ self-efficacy as a BDS adopter and
helped non-users visualize themselves as BDS adopters, inducing adoption after returning
home (Bandura 1977). Alternatively, deceit may generate unpleasant cognitive dissonance,
which participants may resolve through adoption consistent with their self-reports (Aronson
1980, Dickerson 1992). These theories were not tested in this study, but suggest potential
contributors to post-followup adoption.

In this study, we presented cookstove adoption and reporting behaviors for recipients of the
BDS, joining a small set of studies that have been able to combine traditional self-reported
data with objective sensor-based measurements. Our analysis is unusual in part because of
its context: despite the distribution of tens of thousands of BDS cookstoves in IDP camps to
date, the challenging operating environment that makes aid needed also lends itself to data
scarcity and other monitoring challenges.

The relevance of our results is not limited to the IDP context. Free distribution of improved
cookstoves is commonplace, and it is likely to be accompanied by a desire among recipients
to report behaviors preferred by distributors. Indeed, this study contributes evidence of
the discrepancies between self-reported and sensor-detected usage, and affirms the need for
sensor-based inquiry when impact must be accurately measured.

Additionally, we were able to use sensors to show an example of how monitoring activities
can themselves alter the behaviors being monitored: usage spiked just before a followup
visit, and for many previously-non-users, the uptick was sustained for the following two
weeks. This discovery may have useful implications for optimal followup after distribution
and provide insight about strategies for inexpensive “light-touch” interventions to increase
cookstove adoption. We also show nuances in how and when participants may interact with
a new technology – exposure or usage may not be uniform during the reference period, which
may in turn complicate self-reports of behavior.

Our findings do not suggest that sensors can or should replace self-reported data more
generally. Sensors can be costly to implement and can only cover a small fraction of the
types of data that may be relevant for analysis. Still, it is important to consider which types
of data are most likely to be reliable and whether objective data sources may complement
survey data in a given context. In this IDP context, it is apparent that surveys are extremely
unreliable means of measuring technology adoption.

We believe this study has illuminated important insights about the value of objective data,
the unreliable nature of surveys, and how sensors can reveal valuable insights to stakeholders
interested in solving the crisis of cooking.
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Chapter 3

Labor and Time Use Response to El Salvador’s
Conditional Cash Transfer Program

Abstract

I use a panel dataset from El Salvador to examine household short-term responses
in time use to the Comunidades Solidarias Rurales conditional cash transfer program
during 2007/2008 using difference-in-differences and regression discontinuity design.
The introduction of a cash transfer program in El Salvador with the standard education
conditions for children ages 6-12 and healthcare conditions for infants ages 0-3 was done
in stages based nonrandomly on a set of observable municipality traits that precluded
household-level influence over eligibility. This program design allows for a selection-
on-observables approach to estimation. Because baseline analysis shows significant
differences in a few household and individual characteristics between earlier and later
phases, I use fixed effects specifications to control for any time-invariant differences
between treatment and control. Because of the availability of only one baseline period,
however, I cannot provide evidence against differences in time-variant trends. For
each specification (DD and RDD, along with interactions with initial asset level and
gender), I present results using two different bandwidths from the treatment cutoff.
To accommodate a small number of municipalities in the sample, I apply wild cluster
bootstrapping and present the resulting p-values along those obtained from clustered
standard errors as typically applied for larger samples, and show that standard methods
would lead to over-rejection of the null hypothesis in multiple instances. I use clustering
at the municipality level in both cases.

Overall, many of my results are small and somewhat variable across alternative
specifications, potentially due to measurement error, a small number of clusters, or
simply a small response in the short run to a program offering a relatively small sum
of $15-20 a month. Still, a few consistent patterns emerge. My findings suggest that
for children 6-12, the program appears to have increased school attendance for girls by
a small amount relative to boys. There were no gains in enrollment in most specifica-
tions, though this may not be surprising in a context where primary school enrollment
is already around 90 percent. At the household level, the program may result in a
slight reduction of household labor (defined to exclude housework or time allocated
to program compliance) for wealthier households relative to poorer households, but a
more important change seems to be the shift of productive labor from adult females
toward men.

Introduction

Since the well-documented success of Mexico’s conditional cash transfer program in induc-
ing greater schooling outcomes and healthcare participation among children, many other
countries, especially in Latin America, have opted to implement CCTs in an effort to boost
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human capital accumulation and fight poverty (Rawlings and Rubio, 2005; Fiszbein and
Schady, 2009). A sizable literature has grown around subject of CCTS, including the direct
impacts on schooling (Skoufias and Parker, 2006), child labor (Edmonds and Schady, 2008;
Skoufias and Parker, 2001; Filmer and Schady 2009c; Maluccio and Flores 2005; Yap, Sed-
lacek, and Orazem, 2008; Attanasio et al. (2006), Glewwe and Olinto (2004), child health
(Gertler, 2004), and consumption (Hoddinott and Skoufias, 2004); role as a safety net for
exposure to shocks (de Janvry et al., 2006); and the role of the imposed conditions (Schady
and Araujo, 2008; de Brauw and Hoddinott, 2008).

The literature has been relatively more thin, however, on the subject of adult labor effects,
especially compared to the number of studies on child labor and CCTs. Faced with the option
of a new revenue stream as well as new costs (time, and in some cases financial), households
may choose to alter their previous allocations of “productive” labor (here meant to exclude
time spend in education or helping others participated in education or health services) to
maximize utility over these new conditions, by changing total labor time or shifting labor
from some members to other members, depending on program constraints, benefits, and the
household’s utility function. From a policy perspective, there are a number of reasons one
may care about these changes. If programs give households cash transfers, there may be
concern over the possibility that households will respond with lower adult labor, potentially
at odds with programs’ poverty reduction goals (Fiszbein and Schady, 2009; Moffit, 2002;
Skoufias and Di Maro, 2006). Such a reduction could result from a preference for leisure
or program responsibilities displacing available work hours, potentially exacerbated by any
perceived incentives for households reduce work to ensure eligibility for a program. Another
concern is that program compliance requirements may fall disproportionately on certain
members of the household (particularly mothers and school age children). If compliance
meaningfully detracts from their wellbeing through the reduction of leisure, one may worry
that household benefit may come at the expense of more vulnerable members (Escobar and
Gonzales de la Rocha 2008, Gammage 2010).27 If new responsibilities lead to other members
sharing additional burdens to compensate, however, this potential distortion may be less
of a concern, and income directed to the control of the mother may shift intrahousehold
dynamics in ways favorable to those members responsible for program compliance (Escobar
and Gonzales de la Rocha 2008, Gammage 2010). From an policymaking perspective, mea-
surement and prediction of household labor responses may desirable for being able to predict
ex ante or estimate ex post impacts on household income and poverty shifts in response to
transfer programs.

Of studies thus far, only Nicaragua’s relatively-generous transfer program RPS has been
found to generate any meaningful reductions in adult labor, concentrated primary among
men (Maluccio and Flores, 2005). In Mexico, Parker and Skoufias (2001) find small short-run
reductions in adult labor from Mexico’s Progresa, but these effects disappear over time. They
are unable to answer the question as to whether the disappearing effect might be attributed
to long-run shifts in household preferences, adaptation of productive inputs, spillover effects,
or something else. Skoufias and Di Maro (2006) also find few labor impacts using the Mexican

27This is not a new concern or one limited to program compliance. For example, Hochschild (1989)
complained of the ”second shift” among working mothers in the U.S.
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Progresa data, while qualitative work by Escobar and Gonzales de la Rocha (2008) shows
that women find program compliance onerous and generally incompatible with wage work.
Addressing a similar question for children, Edmonds and Schady (2009) find reductions
in child labor resulting from participation in Ecuador’s cash transfer, even without the
educational conditions, but no impact on adult labor.

In this chapter, however, I discuss conditions that would predict a fall in women’s productive
labor relative to men, with ambiguous effects on labor overall. I then find suggestive but
somewhat weak evidence for this pattern, using a panel dataset from El Salvador to examine
household responses in time use - specifically educational participation and labor - to the
government’s Comunidades Solidarias Rurales (CSR, formerly Red Solidaria) conditional
cash transfer program during 2008.

El Salvador’s Conditional Cash Transfer: Comunidades Solidarias
Rurales

In 2005, the government of El Salvador initiated its conditional cash transfer program Red
Solidaridad, now Comunidades Solidarias Rurales (CSR) with the goals of increasing human
capital among children and also to increase consumption among the poor, who represented
approximately 35 percent of the population at that time (CIA World Fact Book, 2011). De-
scribed in more detail below, the program was rolled out in several blocks between 2005 and
2009. Eligibility was determined by municipality-level poverty level and marginality index
scores (referred to as IIMM hereafter), and all households with kids ages 0-3 and/or 6-12 still
in primary school in eligible municipalities were eligible regardless of individual household
wealth.28 The IIMM is a composite score (with an undisclosed formula) generated by the
government using poverty levels, education rates, and housing characteristics (de Brauw and
Gilligan 2011). Voluntary participation in CSR’s CCT gave participant households $15-$20
of additional income per month ($15 for either kids under 4 or primary school students, $20
for both) and imposed various time requirements as well as costs for compliance (for example,
transportation costs and any school-related expenses). In particular, all primary school-aged
children (6-12, though the upper bound has changed some over time) were required to attend
at least 80 percent of possible school days, and mothers were required to take children ages
0-3 for specific sets of check-ups and vaccinations and attend health lectures. 29

The years during which the CCT program was being rolled out were marked by a few strong
macroeconomic trends that the program could not have anticipated. First, the “food price
crisis” saw food prices rise around the world over the course of 2007 and peaking in 2008.
Then in 2008 and 2009, the financial crisis hit, leading to high levels of unemployment in El
Salvador.30 At the same time, crop production in El Salvador was particularly favorable in

28In urban areas, there was also a household proxy means component to eligibility, but in the rural areas
for which I have data, all households were eligible.

29Attending lectures was not actually a condition to receive the transfer, but a survey found that nearly
all participants believed it was a requirement.

30http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/elsalvador/overview, accessed 17 April, 2016.
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2008, approximately 15 percent higher than in the two previous years. 31

Theoretical motivations and predictions

In order to look at how the program might affect time allocations in the household, I start
with utility-maximizing households, whose members engage in some combination wage labor
and own production. When a household becomes eligible for a CCT, it can choose whether or
not to participate. Again, participation in CSR’s CCT gave participant households $15 or $20
of additional income per month and imposed various time requirements as well as financial
costs for compliance (for example, transportation costs and any school-related expenses). 32

Thus, participation gives the household additional income that eases the budget constraint,
to be used directly for consumption, educational expenses, investment, or the ”purchase” of
leisure. Households will choose to participate if net utility change is positive. The “cost”
of compliance includes any additional action a household must take over and above what it
would have taken otherwise and the distortion this allocation generates over their preferred
allocation. Households will choose to participate if net utility gain (additional benefits minus
additional costs) is positive. For households whose children already attend school and attend
at least 80 percent of possible days a month, the educational condition does not impose any
additional cost, and the transfer would be the same as a pure income transfer.

How then might labor be impacted among participating households? As discussed in Parker
and Skoufias (2000) and drawing from Killingsworth’s (1983) model of household labor sup-
ply, insofar as consumption and leisure are both normal goods for all members and the
household is at an interior solution with nonzero labor and leisure, transfer income would
allow the household to enjoy more of both through an income effect, reducing time allo-
cated to labor and increasing leisure. At the same time, the transfer is conditioned on time
allocations to program compliance, which increases the opportunity cost of market labor
for school-aged children and mothers and home labor for children, if program compliance
is different from their normal allocation of activities. If these members reduce their market
labor for program compliance, household income (excluding the transfer) falls, mitigating
the income effect on market labor for the remaining members. These effects together lead
to a prediction of an increased differential in market labor participation of individuals not
responsible for program compliance over those who are responsible for compliance. Gertler
et al. (2006) show further that in the presence of liquidity or credit constraints, the transfer
could increase market labor through the purchase of complementary inputs such as inventory,
fertilizer, or transportation to a work site.

Under this framework, CSR is expected to lead to an increase in time allocation to schooling
among primary school age children, which has already been shown by de Brauw and Gilligan
(2011) (using a different subset of earlier treatment groups). This could take the form of
higher enrollment, but given that primary school enrollment is already around 90 percent,

31Source: FAO, via Index Mundi, available at: http://www.indexmundi.com/facts/el-salvador/crop-
production-index

32As a reference point in 2005, approximately 11 percent of El Salvador’s population fell below the $1.25
PPP extreme poverty line (World Bank, World Development Indicators).
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gains may more likely to come from higher attendance and time spent on homework among
those already enrolled but attending less than the program threshold for benefits, since the
marginal cost of compliance is lower relative to unenrolled children. At the point that 90
percent of primary-age children are in school at least some of the time, the marginal cost of
enrollment for the remaining households who have not yet chosen to enroll may be in the
high and may not be primarily monetary.

Since Gilligan and Peterman (2011) find that the program increased antenatal visits, and
in my data, many program participants report attending multiple CSR workshops in ad-
dition to checkups and vaccinations for infants, so even if many households were already
in compliance for schooling, it is likely that program mothers faced extra time costs for
health conditionalities.33 In this case, women’s labor is expected to fall relative to men’s.
34 We would not expect to see this if a) program benefits were too small to make an im-
pact, b) households were already compliant with program requirements, or c) intrahousehold
bargaining conditions prevent women from reducing labor despite taking on new household
responsibilities.

The start of the financial crisis followed by favorable agricultural conditions may have in-
creased the likelihood or severity of liquidity constraints. The transfer would then alleviate
these constraints, either for consumption, which would not increase labor, or productive in-
vestment, which might increase returns to labor and observed amounts of labor. Wealthier
households are less likely to be liquidity constrained, so these households are expected to
have a more negative labor response than poorer households. Of course, any labor effects
are dependent on program participation. For those households who would have ”complied”
even without any requirements, we would expect to see no enrollment effects but potentially
some attendance effects (if education is a normal good) and labor responses coming from
the transfer.

Overall, if the program has any impact, I would predict:

• Women’s productive labor time decreases relative to men’s.

• Total household ”productive” labor time could decrease, increase, or stay the same.

• More negative or less positive labor change for wealthier households.

Two other necessary predictions feed into these labor predictions, since program participation
is necessary for the transfer to be received and have any impact.

• Increases in time allocation to schooling/homework among primary school age children,
or

• Increased child healthcare activities among mothers (not testable here)

33I am unable to estimate from my dataset the total time spent by women specifically for program-required
activities.

34As an alternative, we could see a shift in other home tasks to men, but cultural gender roles and the
fact that program requirements may reinforce women’s specialization in home tasks, make this unlikely.
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Dataset

I use the first two rounds of a panel dataset collected in El Salvador twice in 2008 for the
purpose of monitoring and impact evaluation of the Comunidades Solidarias Rurales (CSR,
formally Red Solidaria). The data contain detailed household and individual-level informa-
tion on demographics, education, income, use of financial services, household production, as
well as a thorough time-use module that covers paid, unpaid, and self-employment activi-
ties; school work; and household tasks including childcare and homework help. Modules on
household production and asset ownership also allow me consider heterogeneity according to
baseline wealth proxied by a principle components asset score, following Filmer and Pritchett
(2001).

The first “baseline” collection of data occurred very early in 2008, just as the 2007 group
(“Group 2”) was entering (since ”2007” rollout actually only started at the very end of
2007/beginning of 2008) and well before the entrance of the “early 2008” group (“Group 3”)
and the “late 2008” group (“Group 4”). The 2006 group (“Group 1”) was already enrolled at
that time, precluding a true baseline with the exception of some basic information collected
for administrative purposes prior to roll-out and reducing the number outcomes for which
2006 and 2007 can be compared, and Group 1 is excluded from this analysis.35 Because the
first data collection occurred after the phase-in of CSR was complete for Group 1 and had
already begun in a few municipalities in Group 2, retrospective questions about activities
from the past year (and even further back for education) were included to recapture some
information about households prior to the program.

Data were collected for households and for individuals. The individual outcomes I estimate
as dependent variables are:

Education (ages 6-12 and 6-17):

• enrollment

• number of days attended in past four weeks

Labor:

• hours worked, past 12 months

• hours in housework, average week

At the households level, I will use:

• total days of school attendance in the past week, all members

• household per capita hours of labor

• weekly hours in housework

35There was also a 2005 group, who were enrolled long before there were any plans for evaluation, and
they were excluded from the data collection entirely.
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I will also consider household expenditures in agriculture and per capita income, toward the
story of liquidity constraints in a favorable agricultural year.

I estimate outcomes at the household and individual level because decisions are being made
and budgets aggregated at this level, but because eligibility was assigned at the munici-
pality, all standard errors must be clustered at the municipal level. Once a municipality
was determined to be eligible for CSR, all households in the municipality with children who
satisfied either of the age criteria were eligible to participate. This will allow me to examine
heterogeneous treatment effects across pre-CSR poverty levels proxied by asset ownership
and gender. The relevant sample cover 40 municipalities, with 15 households drawn from
each of two randomly-selected cantons (subunits) from each municipality.36

Plan for Estimation and Testing

Identification Strategy

My main identification strategy to examine the impacts of the cash transfer lies in a pro-
gram rollout that lends itself well to a regression discontinuity design. To accommodate
capacity constraints, CSR was phased in over the course of several years (2005-2009), as
can be seen in Figure 1. There was no randomized component to program assignment; with
poverty-reduction objectives, the government wanted to reach all of the poorest munici-
palities, starting with the very poorest first. Fortunately for the purposes of identification,
however, eligibility and the order of rollout were completely determined by observable charac-
teristics. As described in de Brauw and Gilligan (2011), first a poverty score that combined
two municipality-level characteristics (poverty rate and stunting rates for children under
three years old) was used to assign municipalities to broad poverty categories, and the two
poorest categories (Extreme Poverty and Severe Poverty) would all eventually be enrolled.
From there, each of the broader poverty categories was further subdivided to allow for five
years of roll-out from 2005-2009.

Figure 1 Program Rollout:

3629 municipalities have IIMM marginality scores within five points of the cutoff between Group 2 and
Group 3.
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The order of allocation within each broader category was assigned by another previously-
determined poverty score, the IIMM (”Marginalization Index,” with high scores indicating
more poverty along a number of dimensions that included school enrollment rates), with the
municipalities with the highest IIMM scores (the poorest) being selected first. Because the
number of municipalities receiving CSR in each phase was widely agreed to have been de-
termined by administrative constraints rather than by natural discontinuities in the poverty
rate, the cutoff points can be considered arbitrary, and phase assignment generates a natural
forcing variable. The Extreme Poverty group received the rollout in 2005 (2005 entrants
were completely excluded from data collection and ignored in this analysis) and 2006, and
the Severe Poverty group became eligible in three phases in 2007 (IIMM score 38.16 and
higher), early 2008 (IIMM score 33.5 and higher), and late 2008, though the program was
actually rolled out behind schedule in each case (still I will keep the names 2006, 2007, etc.,
in keeping with earlier documentation and studies of the program). The underlying charac-
teristics of the IIMM and similarity of municipalities around the threshold are address below
in the Summary Statistics section.

Again, since eligibility was completely determined at the municipality level for all household
with children in the relevant age ranges, no individual or household level characteristics
were factored into eligibility other than how they contributed to municipal averages.37 In
order to alter its own eligibility, a household would have had to known well ahead of time
which municipalities would have been selected, and relocated there, which seems implausible,
especially for such a small transfer.

Figure 2: Rollout by Marginality Score (IIMM)

37Because eligibility is determined at the municipal level, all estimation use municipality-clustered standard
errors.
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Exploiting the arbitrary nature of the cutoffs between groups in the absence of random
assignment, the natural comparisons come from households in municipalities just above each
cutoff to households in municipalities below each cutoff. The differences in the expected
values of the characteristics of the municipalities included and excluded (and the households
who live in them) become smaller and smaller as we consider a more and more narrow window
along the running variable (IIMM score) around the cutoff point. This means that in stages,
the 2007 group (Group 2 in the figures) can provide comparison households for 2006 (Group
1) prior to the 2007 roll-out (but without a baseline) and the poorer municipalities in the
two 2008 groups (Groups 3 and 4) will provide potential comparison households for 2007
prior to the 2008 roll-outs. 29 municipalities have IIMM marginality scores within five points
of the cutoff between Group 2 and Group 3 – 11 from Group 2, 16 from Group 3, and two
from Group 4. 16 have scores within 2.5 points of the cutoff – 10 from Group 2 and 6 from
Group 3. While a smaller cutoff is more preferable for comparable samples, the sample size
becomes much smaller in this case, so I will present results for both.

The first collection of data occurred very early in 2008, well before the entrance of the first
2008 group but after the entrance of a ”2006” group and just as rollout was beginning to
ramp up to the ”2007” group, since implementation ran behind schedule. This precludes
a baseline for the 2006 group. Because of this, for now I drop Group1 and use only the
2007/2008 comparison (Group 2 vs Group 3 and part of Group 4), to take advantage of
the availability of the (imperfect) baseline. Using the panel, however, cannot eliminate the
risk that a small part of the 2007 group maybe be partially ”contaminated” by a the very
beginning of treatment in the first survey, which would tend to attenuate any estimated
effects for the 2007/2008 comparison, but the fraction who were enrolled in the program by
the baseline is reported to be “very small.” Using only the 2007/2008 comparison means the
relevant cutoff point corresponds to a relatively lower degree of poverty than the 2006/2007
cutoff,38 and thus prevents us from saying anything about outcomes for the poorest part
of the population. Still, the 2007/2008 comparison allows us to look at impacts closer to

38At least along certain dimensions. Because the first division was based on a difference set of character-
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the margin of enrollment, which may be useful for policymakers who may want to consider
whether to continue expanding coverage to additional municipalities.

For comparison, and because the sample comes from relatively few municipalities with similar
poverty scores, I will also provide estimates using a difference in differences approach, which
controls for time-invariant differences between may be that by choosing a matched control
sample for which the distribution of (observed) characteristics is like that of the treatment
sample, it may reduce the risk of time-variant differences unrelated to the actual receipt of
treatment.39

Outcomes of Interest and Estimating Equations

Difference in differences

I will estimate the following reduced form equations for household and individual outcomes:

The standard difference-in-differences (DD) comparison (used as a reference point for the
regression discontinuity) is

yihm = α + βDDTmtt + γ1Tm + γ2tt + λZihm + εihm,

where for individual i in household h in municipality m, the interaction Tmtt of treatment
status Tm and time tt gives the program effect βDD. Tm controls for any time-invariant
differences inherent to those selected to treatment, and tt captures any time trends between
periods for all individuals. Zihm is a vector of individual level predetermined characteristics.

I add individual child fixed effects to the DD, estimating:

yihm = βDDTmtt + γ2tt + Iihm + εihm,

where Iihm is an individual-level fixed effect. The vector Zihm is captured by the fixed effect
and so is dropped.

Regression discontinuity

Regression discontinuity design (RDD) can be used to treatment effects when inclusion
into treatment has been decided by some sort of eligibility threshold. RDD requires three
conditions: 1) discontinuity of the probability of treatment at the cutoff point along the
eligibility criteria (in our case, early treatment if the municipality has an IIMM score of
greater than 38.16, and later treatment otherwise), 2) similarity of characteristics (observable
and unobservable) between units on either side of the cutoff, and 3) continuity of the outcome
of interest across the threshold in the absence of the intervention. Simply put, RDD compares
a just-barely-eligible population to the just-barely-ineligble population, generally controlling

istics, municipalities in the Severe Extreme poverty group do not necessarily have lower IIMM scores than
municipalities that received the program later, though the two scores are correlated, as might be expected.

39Ideally, I would also be able to test for differences in trends prior to treatment, but with only one baseline
survey, I can only look for and control for differences in pre-treatment levels, not changes.
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for the slope of the outcome of interest across the eligbility threshold in the absence of
treatment (Edmonds, Mammen, and Miller 2005). For regression discontinuity using local
linear regressions, I estimate:

yihm = α+βRDDTmtt +γ1Tm +γ2tt +γ3Dm +γ4TmDm +γ5Dmtt +γ6TmDmtt +λZihm + εihm, ,

where, combining the RDD and DD, the interaction Tmtt of treatment status Tm and time tt
gives the program effect βRDD. Here Dm is the running or forcing variable, which gives the
distance to the cutoff for inclusion in treatment (Dm = 0). Its inclusion captures the slope
in the dependent variable that is related to the progressive changes across individuals and
households as they are further from the cutoff, assumed to be continuous and linear in this
specification.

I again add individual fixed effects to the RDD, estimating:

yihm = βRDDTmtt + γ2tt + γ5Dmtt + γ6TmDmtt + Iihm + εihm.

I include both the DD and the RDD for comparison, to see how similar their results are. For
robustness checks, I also vary the maximum distance from the cutoff point. Additionally,
while I cannot establish a causal relationship, for interest, I will explore heterogeneity by
including interaction terms in the RDD, child fixed effect specification - asset score40 at
baseline (t=0) and gender (for the individual regressions). This enters as:

yihm = βRDDTmtt +γ2tt +γ5Dmtt +γ6TmDmtt +βinteractTmtt ∗Xihm +γ7tt ∗Xihm +Iihm +εihm,

where Xihm is assets, farmings, or gender, and βRDD +βinteract ∗Xihm gives the average effect
for each subgroup of interest. Because of eligibility being assigned on the municipal level,
standard errors in all specifications are clustered at the municipal level as well.

Small sample considerations and wild bootstrap

Because there are few municipalities, even with municipality-level clustering, standard errors
are prone to underestimation bias (leading to over-rejection of the null hypothesis), increasing
in the size of the cluster and in the within-cluster correlations of regressors and of errors
(Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan 2004, Cameron et al. 2008, ). To correct for this, I use
the wild cluster bootstrap with asymptotic refinement as proposed by Cameron et al. (2008)
to generate p-values alongside the standard clustered standard errors. The wild bootstrap
has the advantage of accommodating errors that are not iid across clusters or where clusters
are not perfectly the same size. 41

40My asset index is a Principal Components score based on a series of indicator variables for owning various
household assets. Assets = 0 falls between the median and mean values for the sample.

41To implement this procedure, I draw from Stata code used by Eduardo Montoya in his dissertation
chapter “Violence and economic disruption: firm-level evidence from Mexico.”
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Summary Statistics

The panel data were collected as municipality-representative, unbalanced panel (to ensure
inclusion of households with the very youngest children). Because there is no information for
the added households for the period t = 0 – limiting the number of controls and precluding
the use of child or household fixed effects or PSM – my panel analysis will only use the
portion of the sample for whom there are observations for the beginning and end of 2008
(t = 0 and t = 1, respectively). Table 1 gives baseline summary statistics for households
in t = 0 for the entire unbalanced sample (within bandwidth 5 of cutoff point 38.16) of
1539 households in the first column and for the balanced sample of 1236 over a selected
demographic and productive characteristics in the second column. The third column gives
the differences between the full unbalanced and restricted balanced samples, and we see
that there are no significant differences, so I will only used the balanced panel portion going
forward. 42

Household Characteristics

Note that the use of the balanced subsample reduces representation of households whose
only eligible children were on the older end in the first year or the younger end in the second
year.

42I do not have data on attrition, though it was reported to be low (in a conversation with Alan de Brauw,
affiliated with the IFPRI team that managed data collection for the program evaluation). The excluded
sample comprises attriters as well as those rotated out of the sample, but given the lack of significant differ-
ences between the whole sample and the balanced subsample, concerns about bias or unrepresentativeness
introduced from the use of the subsample may be minimal.
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Looking at the differences between treatment and control within the balanced subset, the
statistically significant differences we see are that in treatment households in t = 0, average
schooling attainment among primary adult females is lower by almost half a grade and the
housing quality index scores (0-3, one point for ”improved” materials for each of floor, walls,
and roof) are slightly lower. Per capita income is also 23 percent lower (significant at 10
percent). Notice that approximately two-thirds of households grew crops and nearly as many
raised animals (these do not overlap for some households). Using a bandwidth of 5, which
includes all of the 2007 rollout and much of the 2008 groups, the average for treatment
households is higher for crops, but the difference is not significantly different.

Dropping down to a bandwidth of 2.5 as shown in Table 2, we see that treatment households
were significantly less likely to have crops or animals than the comparison group, though
average amount of land cultivated is similar between the two. Treatment households are
also significantly closer to the nearest school, though only by an average of four minutes.
Female education and housing are no longer significantly different. Given that the number
of municipalities drops to only 16 with the 2.5 bandwidth, we may consider the sample with
bandwidth 5 as the primary sample.

Seeing significant differences at ”baseline” reduces confidence that those excluded by the
treatment cutoff are an ideal comparison for those included and increases the importance
of including controls and individual fixed effects. Moreover, we may worry when using
the smaller bandwidth that farming outcomes may be particularly subject to time variant
effects because of, say, weather or prices, which would violate the assumptions needed for
identification using individual fixed effects.
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Additionally, to compare the treatment and control groups, I estimate the logit regression
on baseline X’s for bandwidth 5 and 2.5, presented in Table 1b. Individually, only distance
to school is marginally statistically significant, and only for bandwidth 2.5, but in both
specifications the X’s were jointly statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). I include the
household-level comparison here, with the p-value for the joint F test in the last row below
the number of observations:
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Marginalization Index Scores - IIMM

The IIMM marginalization index was a measure of 1) poverty levels, 2) education rates,
and 3) housing quality, combined according to an undisclosed government algorithm at the
municipal level. We are interested in knowing how similar households are within our chosen
bandwidths. For the purposes of my analysis, the similarity of the sampled households that
are being compared to each other is more relevant than the similarity of their underlying
municipalities, though these are the same in expectation. From the household and individual
descriptive statistics, using the 5 point bandwidth, there are differences between treatment
and comparison groups for both income and schooling for children ages 6 to 12, though
these are not statistically significant. These go in opposite directions: average per capita
household income at baseline was quite low for both groups but 30 percent higher for the
comparison group (470 USD vs 362 USD), and reported enrollment rates were higher for
the treatment group (92.1% vs. 88.7%). The composite nature of the index and the use
of sampling allow for higher schooling rates among just-included municipalities relative to
just-excluded municipalities. For the 2.5 bandwidth, these differences become even smaller
betwen treatment and control. There were no significant differences in the housing quality
index (0 to 3, with 1 point each for “improved” material for floor, walls, and roof) at either
bandwidth. Using a logistic regression to use the three elements – income, housing, and
schooling – to predict treatment, we see that only schooling remains marginally statistically
significant using a bandwidth of 5, and the elements are not jointly significant using either
bandwidth (p-values 0.158 and 0.821 for 5 and 2.5, respectively).

Individual Characteristics

Tables 3 and 4 compare treatment and control characteristics at the individual level within
the balanced panel at baseline, for adults ages 18-64, youth ages 13-17, and children ages
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6-12 using bandwidths 5 and 2.5, respectively. In the actual estimation, however, I only the
13-17 age group in a sample combined with the younger children, because of the small sample
of youths, reflecting the fact the sample was chosen in a way to prioritize the availability of
the younger children.

Looking at adults, under bandwidth 5 (975 treatment, 467 controls), treatment individuals,
are more likely to have done any work, worked 15.6 more days on average, are more likely to
have engaged in any business and in agriculture. Using bandwidth 2.5, they are more likely
to have engaged in non-agricultural work, and this is the only significant difference.

I have included 13-17 year-olds, but note that the sample is quite small, especially with the
balanced panel (since households more more likely to be dropped from the sample if they
were no longer in the age-eligibility range). With bandwidth 5 (352 treatment, 401 controls),
treatment are more likely to work and for more days, more likely to engage in family work,
and less likely to engage in non-agricultural work (though the overall percentage is small).
No differences are significant with bandwidth 2.5, but the sample has fallen to 311 treatment
and 134 controls.

For 6-12 year-olds, the treatment group has a significantly lower proportion of males (47.6
versus 52.3) Perhaps surprisingly, treatment kids are more likely to be in school, at 92 versus
89 percent43, and also more likely to have engaged in any work, family work, and non-
agricultural work. At bandwidth 2.5 these differences cease to be significant, but again the
sample has fallen to 699 treatment and only 333 controls.

The pre-treatment differences I find between treatment and control provide strong support
for the use of the panel component of my dataset to control for household and individual
characteristics or fixed effects.

43This is perhaps a puzzling finding. One potential explanation may be that since most households in
the 2007 knew by the time of the survey that they would be part of the program, there may have been a
greater perception that they should have had their children enrolled in school, or that their future benefits
might be affected. Another possibility is an anticipation effect, but this should be unlikely, since the news
about the program arriving to the community would have come toward the end of the year in question, and
school decisions would have been made at the beginning. At the same time, school enrollment rates were
only one part of IIMM score that was used as the selection criterion for program assignment, so differences
are possible.
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Empirical Findings

I present the results in a set of three tables (one for the household, one for each age group).
In order to include the relatively large number of outcome variables and specification, I
present only the coefficient on the interaction of treatment and time (βDD and βRDD) for the
first two specifications and then βDD and βRDD as will as the treatment and time interacted
with wealth and then gender.

Household Results

Table 5 presents results for the household regressions. Looking at RDD with bandwidth 5,
there is a positive coefficient of 4.6 days of school attendance (summed among all members)
in the last four weeks that school was in session. With the regular clustered standard
errors, this result is significant at 5 percent, but falls to 10 percent with the bootstrapped
errors – a reminder that standard methods may lead to over-rejection of the null for small
samples. At the same time, the DD coefficient is nearly zero, suggesting the RDD result is
not very robust. With the smaller bandwidth, the coefficients are both halfway between the
bandwidth 5 results, pointing to variability across municipalities in our sample range.

For per capita labor, DD and RDD results show opposite signs, but both values are small
over 12 months. When treatment is also interacted with asset scores,44 the base treatment
effects keep their signs, but both DD and RDD show negative coefficients of -24 days for the
interaction term (p-values 0.06 and 0.076). This would mean that wealthier households are
more likely to decrease their labor hours in response to the program. Since the baseline asset
index is mean zero, with 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles of -1.6,-0.5, and 0.94, respectively.
Thus the coefficient of -24 would translate into a 61 hour per capita difference in impact
between a household at the 25th percentile versus the 75th percentile. At a little more than
an hour a week, a fairly subtle difference. At the mean wealth level, there is no significant
change in work hours, giving no support to the possibility that households as a whole are
increasing labor (as might be expected if households were using the transfers to ease a credit
constraint to purchase more labor-complementing inputs). There are no significant results for
household tasks, and coefficients are small, suggesting the program did not induce meaningful
increases in tasks overall, though infrequent but time-consuming required tasks may not have
been reported for “an average week.” All overall results for per capita income (excluding the
transfer) have positive coefficients, but none is statistically significant. Overall, there are no
large or robust impacts at the household level.

44Again, the asset index is a Principal Components score based on a series of indicator variables for owning
various household assets. Assets = 0 falls between the median and mean values for the sample.
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Individual Results

Adults 18-64

The results for adult individuals are included in Table 6. There are no statistically significant
impacts overall for productive labor or housework, echoing the household findings. There
is a negative coefficient of 124.5 hours for RDD of bandwidth 5, but the point estimates
move around a lot in the different specifications. Once we allow the interaction by asset
score, however, all specifications again show a negative coefficient for higher asset scores.
This pattern suggests that wealthier households are more likely to use the transfer to afford
more leisure relative to poorer households. The p-values all increase with the wild cluster
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bootstrap but remain below 0.05 for RDD and DD at both bandwidths. The base coefficients
are less consistent across specifications and are not individually significant, but are generally
negative. For gender, too, both specifications with bandwidth 5 show that in households
in treatment communities, there is an increased disparity between the hours of productive
work for men and women, with a negative coefficient for the base treatment effect (-276,
marginally significant at 10%) but a large positive coefficient for men. At nearly 350 hours
for 12 months this is a difference of nearly an hour a day. The total productive work with
treatment may be falling for women and appears to be increasing for men. This support
the hypothesis that with increased program demands for women’s time, they reduce work
activities. The increase for men suggests that men are replacing more of those hours. Under
bandwidth 2.5, all of the coefficients in the gender specification are qualitatively similar but
none is significant.

No specification for housework is significant, but the gender coefficients are the opposite of
those for market labor: positive base coefficients and negative coefficients for treated men.
Unfortunately, phrasing of the questions in the survey did not make it clear whether or which
tasks related to program compliance may have been included in home tasks, and some tasks
may have been time consuming but happened on an irregular basis, potentially not factoring
into a “typical” week.
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Children 6-12

For 6 to 12 year olds, none of the coefficients for being enrolled in school at any point in the
year is significant, with the exception of a small negative for the interaction of treatment
with asset score marginally significant only under the difference in differences specification
– there appears to be little impact. This was another case in which the small sample
bootstrapping for standard errors pushed the results from the multiple asset specifications
from marginally significant under standard methods to insignificant at the 10 percent level.
Though insignificant, the signs are in a direction that makes sense, since wealthier children
already tend to have higher enrollment in the absence of the program. These finding differ
from the general findings of de Brauw and Gilligan (2011) using larger census data on
enrollment, but they were studying a comparison at an earlier phase of the rollout, between
groups at higher poverty rates. Again, the lack of impact could be partially attributed to
the fact that once enrollment rates are quite high, $15 a month may not be enough to draw
non-compliers into school.

For attendance in the last four weeks when school was in session, which is set to zero for
children who never enrolled or who dropped out, again there are no overall impacts and
coefficients for the wealth specifications are in the same direction as enrollment but with
the small sample bootstrapped errors fall out of marginal significance. There is a small
result that is significant in all gender specifications, however. A positive base coefficient and
negative male interactions that suggests that there may be a small increase in attendance for
girls, either because they go more often when enrolled or are slightly less likely to drop out.
The coefficients for RDD at bandwidth 5, though only bordering on 10 percent significance,
would represent about 10 percent more time in school. Given that attendance was fairly high
at baseline, this might be a reasonable gain but would constitute only a minimal additional
constraint on the amount of time children have available for labor or leisure.

There are no significant differences in productive labor, and point estimates are small for
12 months, and there are few noteworthy results for time spent in household tasks, except
with the gender interaction. The negative base coefficient and positive male interaction
suggests that girls may have decreased housework slightly, with little impact for boys, and
more precisely, that boys experienced an increase relative to girls. This result would be
compatible with a slight attendance increase for girls, or if mothers were taking over more
home tasks while engaged in less work outside the home. With bandwidth 2.5, there are no
significant labor outcomes, though magnitudes are qualitatively comparable.
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Multiple Inference Adjustments

Because of the large number of estimations conducted for this study, we may worry that
there is a higher likelihood of finding some statistically significant results by random chance
even when the null hypothesis of no impact is true. To address this, I apply a multiple
inference adjustment that approximates the multiple inference penalty of the free step down
method according to how correlated the study outcomes are (McKenzie 2012, Sankoh et al.
1997). In essence, I use an exponential form of the mean correlation among the outcome
variables:

padj = 1 − (1 − p(k))g(k),

g(k) = M1−r(.k)

with p(k) as the p-value of outcome k, M as the number of outcomes, and r(.k) as the
correlation of all outcomes except for k. Applying this approach to the smallest p-value of
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the my set of RDD regressions for bandwidth 5 (p-value = 0.008), and using M = 10 to
cover only the RDD specification so for bandwidth 5, and calculated mean correlation of
0.109, I get an adjusted p-value of 0.0606. We can thus infer that under the large number
of estimations included in this study, the small number of statistically significant results are
within the percentage of results we would expect to find at 95% confidence intervals even
if the null hypothesis were always true. Thus, on the conservative side, we can say that
we cannot detect any true impacts in this study. However, as we already acknowledge that
if there are any impacts, they appear to be sparse and small, the additional conservative
correction may not add much additional information.

Discussion

For all of the above estimations, I have provided DD and local linear RDD regression esti-
mates. Difference in differences (DD) depends on the assumption that the treatment and
a comparison group would have experienced the same change over time in the absence of
the intervention, even if the comparison group does not match the treatment group in levels
prior to the intervention. The change experienced by the control group is then understood
to be the counterfactual change for the treatment group. This approach is most convincing
when treatment and comparison groups are similar at baseline, and when a history of “par-
allel trends” can be shown. Regression discontinuity design (RDD) can be used to treatment
effects when inclusion into treatment has been decided by some sort of eligibility thresh-
old. RDD requires three conditions: 1) discontinuity of the probability of treatment at the
cutoff point along the eligibility criteria (in our case, early treatment if the municipality
has an IIMM score of greater than 38.16, and later treatment otherwise), 2) similarity of
characteristics (observable and unobservable) between units on either side of the cutoff, and
3) continuity of the outcome of interest across the threshold in the absence of the interven-
tion. Simply put, RDD compares a just-barely-eligible population to the just-barely-ineligble
population, generally controlling for the slope of the outcome of interest across the eligbility
threshold in the absence of treatment (Edmonds, Mammen, and Miller 2005).

Under my specification, if the parallel trends assumption needed for DD is satisfied for the
entire sample within the selected bandwidth and if treatment effects are uniform throughout
the sample, DD and RDD would be expected to give the same treatment coefficients, but this
is not generally what I find. Thus there are a couple of reasons that DD and RDD might have
generated different results in some cases. First, parallel trends may not have been satisfied
(we do not have multiple baseline periods available to be able to test this). The RDD does not
rely on parallel trends but rather assumes that the counterfactual changes over time would
be functions (linear, in my specification) of the running variable (IIMM score), so it allows
different slopes along the running variable in the pre- and post- periods, while the DD cannot
have this flexibility. This distinction would be important if, for example, areas with lower
schooling were already “catching up” or were falling further behind. In this case, differences
between DD and RDD would likely reflect bias in the DD. Second, the RDD design ignores
any differential treatment effects along the running variable, since the estimate comes only
from the intercept value at the cutoff value of the running value. The DD estimates the
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average treatment effect across all treatment individuals in the sample, which could be lesser
or greater depending on whether treated individuals further from the cutoff are more or less
responsive to the program than those who were just barely eligible. (This estimate is still
unbiased as long as the counterfactual trend without the program was still the same along
the running variable). In this case, neither estimate would be biased necessarily, but the two
approaches would be measuring effects for two different populations. A third possibility is
misspecified functions along the running variable in the RDD estimates. I have used local
linear forms, which might not be correct, but my small sample and the nature of the running
variable may also introduce problematic noise. Specifically, of the outcome variables, only
schooling outcomes factored into the marginalization index, but they were combined in some
way with two other measures (poverty levels and housing quality). As a result, there is
more variability in the outcomes along the running variable compared to a case in which
the study outcomes at baseline were themselves the running variable.45 The higher variance
may reduce the robustness of the RDD estimates for our small sample.

Other potential limitations for this study may be the risk of measurement error over variables
with a long recall period and a potential for contamination. There is a small number of
clusters in the sample, and in applying a wild cluster bootstrap for standard errors, I find
multiple instances where the null would be wrongly rejected at 5 or 10 percent using standard
methods. These are common challenges for program evaluations given the costs and foresight
required for implementation.

There appear to be some interesting trends in the results, despite the fact that the program
offered small transfers compared to other similar programs, with the major caveat that the
number of statistically significant findings falls within the range that we might expect by
random fluctation even if there were no impacts at all. There is some suggestive evidence
that the program may generate a small decrease in productive labor for wealthier house-
holds relative to poorer ones, which would be consistent with either decreasing returns to
consumption or greater liquidity constraints among poorer households. There may also be
reallocation of productive labor away from women toward men, which we would predict if
the program induced women to spend more time on program compliance. While the results
are far from conclusive, given that the increase for men may be more than the decrease for
women, two possibilities that are worth exploring are either that the transfer has increased
women’s bargaining power in a way that induces men to work harder, or perhaps the cash has
been put toward inputs in ways that made labor more productive. For children, I estimate
small gains to attendance for girls on the intensive margin and potentially a small reduction
of housework relative to boys, but in general, it appears that the program had little effect on
children ages 6 through 12, which might not be unexpected where school participation rates
were already high before the program initiated. Longer term studies of conditional programs
might benefit from attention to whether and how program benefits and requirements alter
long-term labor patterns, focusing on intrahousehold bargaining as well as the implications
of the ways household members may specialize to comply with conditions.

45Averages among sampled households may also deviate from the municipal averages with limited obser-
vations per municipality.
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